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REFERENCES:

Submittal of Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group Licensing Topical Report
BWROG-TP-1 1-023-A, Revision 0, "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations" (TAC
NO. ME7650)

1. Licensing Topical Report BWROG-TP-1 1-023-A, Revision 0, "Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water
Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature
Curve Evaluations" (TAC NO. ME7650)

1. Letter, Final Safety Evaluation for Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group
Topical Report BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, November 2011 "Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water
Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature
Curve Evaluations" (TAC NO. ME7650)

2. BWROG-TP-1 1-023 (0900876.401), "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations",
Revision 0, November 2011

Dear Mr. Golla:

Enclosed please find the Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group (BWROG) Licensing Topical
Report (LTR) BWROG-TP-1 1-023-A, Revision 0, "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation
of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-
Temperature Curve Evaluations" (TAC NO. ME7650).

By letter dated November 17, 2011, the BWROG submitted LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision
0, November 2011, "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling
Water Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations,"
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to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff. By letter dated April 4, 2012, the NRC
submitted a request for additional information (RAI) in reference to LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023,
Revision 0. By letter dated June 13, 2012, the BWROG responded to the RAIs associated with
LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0. By letter dated November 2, 2012, an NRC draft safety
evaluation (SE) regarding the approval of LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, was provided
for BWROG review and comment. By e-mail dated December 4, 2012, the BWROG stated it
had no comments on the draft SE. By letter dated March 14, 2013, the NRC submitted a final
SE defining the basis for acceptance of LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0.

The enclosed LTR, BWROG-TP-1 1-023-A, contains the final SE following the LTR title page,
and the RAIs and RAI responses in appendix B of the LTR. This LTR is intended to support the
BWR licensees in their development of a license amendment request to adopt NRC Generic
Letter (GL) 96-03. This LTR provides a bounding partial penetration style water level instrument
nozzle fracture mechanics solution which can be used to obtain plant specific stress intensity
factors for an internal pressure load case and a 100 0F/hr thermal ramp load case for use in
developing plant specific P-T curves, without having to develop and analyze a plant specific
finite element model. This LTR is non-proprietary as determined by the author (Structural
Integrity Associates, Inc.).

Should you have additional questions regarding this submittal, please contact Lucas Martins
(BWROG - Project Manager) at (910) 819-1986 or me.

Regards,

Frederick P. "Ted" Schiffley, II
Chairman
BWR Owners' Group

cc: F.P. Schiffley, II, BWROG Chairman
H.A. Goodman, BWROG Vice Chairman
K.A. McCall, BWROG Program Manager
BWROG Participating Primary Representatives
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ENCLOSURE 1

BWROG-12028

Licensing Topical Report BWROG-TP-1 1-023-A, Revision 0, "Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water
Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature
Curve Evaluations" (TAC NO. ME7650)



oBWROG-TP-11-023-A
Revision 0

OWNERS' GROUP May 2013
0900876.401

Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics Evaluation of General
Electric Boiling Water Reactor
Water Level Instrument Nozzles
for Pressure-Temperature Curve
Evaluations

A bounding partial penetration style water level
instrument nozzle fracture mechanics solution that can
be used to obtain plant specific stress intensity factors for
use in developing plant specific pressure-temperature
(P-T) curves without having to develop and analyze
plant specific finite element model.

Author: Daniel Sommerville (Structural Integrity Associates)

Committee Chair: Steve Williams (Progress Energy)

Project Manager: Lucas Martins (GEH)
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Distribution Notice
This BWROG report, and associated products, is the property of the BWROG and the utilities
that financially participated in its development. Recipients of this document have no authority
or rights to release these products to anyone or organization outside their utility. These
products can, however, be shared with contractors performing related work directly for a
utility, conditional upon appropriate proprietary agreements being in place with the contractor
protecting these BWROG products.

With regard to any unauthorized use, the BWR Owners Group makes no warranty, either
express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of this guideline or the
information, and assumes no liability with respect to its use.

Participating Utilities

Utility (Members) Utility (Members)

Energy Northwest - Columbia FirstEnergy - Perry
Entergy - FitzPatrick NPPD - Cooper
Entergy - Pilgdm PPL - Susquehanna
Entergy - Vermont Yankee Progress Energy - Brunswick
Exelon - Clinton SNC - Hatch

Exelon - Oyster Creek TVA - Browns Ferry
Exelon - Dresden/Quad Cities/LaSalle Xcel Energy - Monticello
Exelon - Peach Bottom/Limerick

COPYRIGHT 2013, BWR OWNERS' GROUP
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Report No. 0900876.401
Revision 0-A
Project No. 0900876
May 2013

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation
of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor

Water Level Instrument Nozzles for
Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations

Prepared for:

The BWR Owners Group
(Under Contract to GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas,

Contract Number 437044287 dated 07/07/2010)

Prepared by:

Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
Centennial, Colorado

>9
Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

Approved by:

Daniel V. Sommerville, P.E.
Date: 05/03/2013

Date: 05/03/2013

Date: 05/03/2013

Minghao Qin, PhD.

Daniel V. Sommerville, P.E.

CStructural Integrity Associates, Inc."
COPYRIGHT 2013, BWR OWNERS' GROUP

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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REVISION CONTROL SHEET

Document Number: 0900876.401

Title: Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water
Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve
Evaluations

Client: BWR Owners Group (under contract to GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas)

SI Project Number: 0900876 Quality Program: [K Nuclear Rl Commercial

Section Pages Revision Date Comments

1 1-1 0 05/11/2012 Initial Issue

2 2-1-2-11

3 3-1

4 4-1-4-8

5 5-1-5-3

6 6-1-6-11

7 7-1-7-3

8 8-1-8-4

9 9-1

10 10-1

Appendix A A-1 - A-8

2 2-3 0-A 05/03/2013 NRC approved revision. Revised to

Appendix B B-I - B-29 incorporate NRC SE and additional
clarification. RAIs and RAI responses are

included in Appendix B.

rStructural Integrity Associates, Inc0
COPYRIGHT 2013, BWR OWNERS' GROUP

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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March 14, 2013

Mr. Frederick Schiffley
BWROG Chairman
Exelon Generation Co., LLC
Cornerstone II at Cantera
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

SUBJECT: FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR BOILING WATER REACTORS OWNERS'
GROUP TOPICAL REPORT BWROG-TP-1 1-023, REVISION 0, NOVEMBER
2011, "LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS EVALUATION OF
GENERAL ELECTRIC BOILING WATER REACTOR WATER LEVEL
INSTRUMENT NOZZLES FOR PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE CURVE
EVALUATIONS' (TAC NO. ME7650)

Dear Mr. Schiffley:

By letter dated November 17, 2011 (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML1 13250288), the Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group (BWROG)
submitted Topical Report (TR) BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, November 2011, "Linear Elastic
Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations," to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff. By letter dated November 2, 2012, an NRC draft safety
evaluation (SE) regarding our approval of TR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, was provided for
your review and comment. By e-mail dated December 4, 2012 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML13063A526), the BWROG stated it had no comments on the draft SE.

The NRC staff has found that TR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, is acceptable for referencing
in licensing applications for boiling water reactors to the extent specified and under the
limitations delineated in the TR and in the enclosed final SE. The final SE defines the basis for
our acceptance of the TR.

Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject TR. We do not intend to repeat
our review of the acceptable material described in the TR. When the TR appears as a
reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies to
the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this TR will be
subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards.

In accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that the BWROG
publish an accepted version of this TR within three months of receipt of this letter. The
accepted version shall incorporate this letter and the enclosed final SE after the title page. Also,
the approved version must contain historical review information, including NRC requests for
additional information (RAI) and your response after the title page. The accepted version shall
include an "-A" (designating accepted) following the TR identification symbol.

Report No. 0900876.401 .RO-A iii Structural Integrty Associates, Ic.

COPYRIGHT 2013, BWR OWNERS' GROUP
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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F. Schiffley -2-

As an alternative to including the RAIs and RAI responses behind the title page, if changes to
the TR were provided to the NRC staff to support the resolution of RAI responses, and the NRC
staff reviewed and approved those changes as described in the RAI responses, there are two
ways that the accepted version can capture the RAIs:

1. The RAIs and RAI responses can be included as an Appendix to the accepted version.
2. The RAls and RAI responses can be captured in the form of a table (inserted after the final
SE) which summarizes the changes as shown in the approved version of the TR. The table
should reference the specific RAIs and RAI responses which resulted in any changes, as shown
in the accepted version of the TR.

If future changes to the NRC's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, the
BWROG and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR appropriately, or
justify its continued applicability for subsequent referencing.

Sincerely,

IRAI

Sher Bahadur, Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 691

Enclosure:
Final SE

cc wl encl: See next page

Report No. 0900876.401 .RO-A iv CStructural Integrity Associates, IncO
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F. Schiffley -2-

As an alternative to including the RAls and RAI responses behind the title page, if changes to
the TR were provided to the NRC staff to support the resolution of RAI responses, and the NRC
staff reviewed and approved those changes as described in the RAI responses, there are two
ways that the accepted version can capture the RAIs:

1. The RAIs and RAI responses can be included as an Appendix to the accepted version.
2. The RAIs and RAI responses can be captured in the form of a table (inserted after the final
SE) which summarizes the changes as shown in the approved version of the TR. The table
should reference the specific RAIs and RAI responses which resulted in any changes, as shown
in the accepted version of the TR.

If future changes to the NRC's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, the
BWROG and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR appropriately, or
justify its continued applicability for subsequent referencing.

Sincerely,

/R1A

Sher Bahadur, Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 691

Enclosure:
Final SE
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Boiling Water Reactor Owner's Group
cc:

BWROG Chairman
Frederick P. Schiffley c/o
c/o GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy
PO Box 780
3901 Castle Hayne Road, MIC F-12
Wilmington, NC 28402
Frederick~schiffleyt'exeloncorp.com

Kenneth Mccall, Program Manager
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy
PO Box 780 MIC A-70
3901 Castle Hayne Road
Wilmington, NC 28402
Kenneth.Mccallt•.ae~com

Lucas Martins, Project Manager
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy
PO Box 780 M/C F12
3901 Castle Hayne Road
Wilmington, NC 28402
Lucas.martins@,e.com

Project No. 691

Report No. 0900876.401.R0-A VStructural Integrity Associates, Inc:"vi
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FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

LICENSING TOPICAL REPORT (LTR) BWROG-TP-11-023, REVISION 0

"LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS EVALUATION OF GENERAL ELECTRIC

BOILING WATER REACTOR WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENT NOZZLES FOR

PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE CURVE EVALUATIONS"

BOILING WATER REACTORS OWNERS' GROUP

PROJECT NO. 691

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In a letter dated November 17, 2011, the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Owners' Group
(BWROG) submitted Licensing Topical Report (LTR) BWROG-TP-11-023, Revision 0, dated
November 2011, "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics [(LEFM)] Evaluation of General Electric
Boiling Water Reactor Water Level Instrument [(WLI)] Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature [(P-T)]
Curve Evaluations" (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS)
Accession No. ML1 13250288), to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for review
and acceptance for referencing in subsequent licensing actions. LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023,
Revision 0 (hereafter referred to as the LTR), provides a fracture mechanics solution for a
partial penetration WLI nozzle for an internal pressure load case and a 100 Degree-Fahrenheit-
per-hour (°F/hr) thermal load case. The solution will then be used In developing plant-specific
P-T curves.

This review also includes an evaluation of the BWROG's responses to the NRC staff's requests
for additional information (RAls), which were provided to the NRC in a letter from the BWROG
dated June 13, 2012 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12167A239). Please note the NRC staff asks
that you revise the final "-A" version of the LTR to reflect the clarification made in your response
to RAI-2.

During the review of the BWROG's LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Rev. 0, the NRC staff found that,
in general, the LTR meets the objectives of an LTR and reinforces previously established NRC
regulations and guidelines as noted within this SE. The NRC has evaluated this LTR against
the criteria of 10 CFR Part 50, and has determined that it does not represent a backfit.
Specifically. NRC Staff technical positions outlined In this SE are consistent with the
aforementioned regulations and established staff positions, while providing more detailed
discussion concerning the methodology and data required to support linear elastic fracture
mechanics evaluations of General Electric BWR WLI Nozzles for P-T Curve Evaluations. This
SE endorses staff positions previously established through licensing actions and interactions
with industry.

Report No. 0900876.401 .RO-A ViijStructura e
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2.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION

The NRC has established requirements in Appendix G, "Fracture Toughness Requirements," of
Part 50 to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50), in order to protect the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary in nuclear power plants. The regulation at
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, requires that the P-T limits for an operating light-water nuclear
reactor be at least as conservative as those that would be generated if the methods of
Appendix G, "Fracture Toughness Criteria for Protection Against Failure," to Section XI of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code)
were used to generate the P-T limits.

The regulation at 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, also requires that applicable surveillance data
from reactor pressure vessel (RPV) material surveillance programs of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix H, "Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program Requirements," be incorporated
into the calculations of plant-specific P-T limits, and that the P-T limits for operating reactors be
generated using a method that accounts for the effects of neutron irradiation on the material
properties of the RPV beltline materials.

Table 1 to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, provides the NRC staff's criteria for meeting the P-T
limit requirements of ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix G, as well as the minimum temperature
requirements of the rule for bolting up the vessel during normal and pressure testing operations.
In addition, the NRC staff regulatory guidance related to P-T limit curves is found in Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.99, Revision 2, "Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel Materials," and
Standard Review Plan Chapter 5.3.2, "Pressure-Temperature Limits Upper-Shelf Energy and
Pressurized Thermal Shock."

The regulation at 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H, provides the NRC staff s criteria for the design
and implementation of RPV material surveillance programs for operating light-water reactors.

In March 2001, the NRC staff issued RG 1.190, "Calculatlonal and Dosimetry Methods for
Determining Pressure Vessel Neutron Fluence." Fluence calculations are acceptable if they are
performed with approved methodologies or with methods which are shown to conform to the
guidance in RG 1.190.

For RPV instrument nozzles located in the beltline region, such as the WLI nozzles, the
increased neutron fluence may cause an embrittlement concern during the period of extended
operation of plants that have received a license extension. Subparagraph G-2223(c) of the
ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix G states that, "fracture toughness analysis to demonstrate
protection against nonductile failure is not required for portions of nozzles and appurtenances
having a thickness of 2.5 in. (63 mm) or less, provided the lowest service temperature is not
lower than RTNDT plus 60 °F (33 "C)." Therefore, when Subparagraph G-2223(c) is referenced,
the ART value (i.e., RTNDT adjusted to account for the effects of radiation) must be determined
for the instrument nozzles and the associated nozzle-to-RPV welds to determine if the lowest
service temperature criterion will be met through the end of the evaluation period. If not, the
instrument nozzles and the associated nozzle-to-RPV welds must be considered in the P-T
limits in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, and the ASME Code, Section XI,
Appendix G.

Report No. 0900876.401 .RO-A viii jStructural Integrity Associates, Inc?
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On January 31, 1996, the NRC staff issued Generic Letter 96-03 to inform licensees that they
may request a license amendment to relocate the P-T limit curves from the Technical
Specifications (TS) into a pressure temperature limits report (PTLR) or other licensee-controlled
document that would be controlled through the TS.

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

3.1 The BWROG's Evaluation

The LTR provides an LEFM evaluation of the WLI nozzles to be used in P-T limit applications.
Section 1, "Introduction," provides the relationship among P-T limits, PTLR, and the proposed
LEFM evaluation for WLI nozzles. Section 2, "Methodology," provides the proposed LEFM
methodology, starting from the stress analysis based on the finite element method (FEM) to the
LEFM analysis based on the boundary integral/influence function (BIE/IF) method. Section 3,
"Assumptions," provides assumptions adopted in each step of the proposed methodology, such
as the heat transfer coefficients for the WLI nozzle and RPV external and internal surfaces,
material properties for various components, and the stress free temperature for evaluating
cladding stresses. Section 4, "Finite Element Model," provides information on development of
the 38 FEM models first introduced in Section 2, considering various types of nozzle and FEM
models with and without a crack. This section also addressed FEM model validation through
mesh density check for models with and without a crack. Section 5, "Instrument Nozzle Load
Cases," addresses the loads on the nozzle: internal pressure, thermal transient, and pipe
reaction load. Section 6, "Pressure, Thermal, and Piping Load Results," presents FEM results
(i.e., stressos and applied stress intensity factors (Kis)) under these three types of load.
Section 7, "Observations and Discussions," offers the BWROG's observation of the behavior of
the applied Kis and a discussion of the modeling choices that could affect the results. Section 8,
"Generic Methodology for K, Estimation," provides generic K, Formulas derived from the FEM
results for a variety of nozzles for licensees to use for WLI nozzles in their plant-specific P-T
limit applications. Section 9, "Summary," provides summary findings and conclusions.

3.2 The NRC Staff's Evaluation

Since Section 1 of the LTR provides only an introduction on P-T limits, PTLR, and the proposed
LEFM evaluation for WLI nozzles, the staff's evaluation starts from Section 2, which discusses
the stress analyses due to pressure, thermal transient, and pipe reaction loads using quarter
and full FEM models. Section 2.2 of the LTR states, "Since there is no specific material
specification identified for the CS [(i.e., carbon steel)] nozzle inserts from Table 2-1 of
Reference [13], SA-541 Class 1 is assumed." Depending on the material properties used, this
assumption could change the calculated stresses significantly. Hence, the NRC staff issued
RAI-1. RAI-1 also includes questions regarding the assumption of Alloy 600 material for the
weld metal for all nozzles and the assumption of certain heat transfer coefficients for the inside
and outside surface of the vessel and nozzle.

The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-1 indicated that; in addition to Alloy 600,
stainless steel, and CS as the WLI nozzle insert material as reported in the LTR; low alloy steel
(LAS) is also found to be the material for the WLI nozzle insert. Therefore, a revision was made
to the LTR to reflect this new finding. The BWROG performed a LEFM analysis based on FEM
on a representative nozzle using CS and LAS material properties and found that their K, values

Report No. 0900876.40 1.RO-A ix *ýTStructural Integrity Associates, In?Inegit1socats,,c
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under the thermal transient are within 3.7 percent. Since this magnitude of difference is within
the accuracy of the inputs and overall methodology, the staff accepts the difference in K, due to
material difference. Therefore, the first part of RAI-1 is resolved. For the second part of RAI-1
regarding the assumption of using Alloy 600 material for the weld metal for all nozzles, the
BWROG revised the LTR to limit the application of this LTR to only WLI nozzle
configuration/design using Alloy 600 material for the weld metal. Hence, the second part of
RAI-1 is resolved. For the last part of RAI-1 regarding the use of certain heat transfer
coefficients for the inside and outside surface of the vessel and nozzle, the BWROG revealed
that the convection coefficient for the outside surface is from NEDO-21821-A, "Boiling Water
Reactor Feedwater Nozzle/Sparger Final Report," and the convection coefficient for the inside
surface is consistent with the range of values considered in the same report. In addition, an
evaluation was provided in the BWROG's response to demonstrate that further increase in the
assumed convection coefficient has an insignificant effect on the maximum thermal stresses.
Based on these, the staff considers the last part of RAI-1 resolved.

For the load cases discussed in Section 2.3 of the LTR, it is not clear whether "piping loads" are
loads from only the piping attached to the safe-end of the instrument nozzle, or also from the
various large piping (not shown in Figure 4-1) attached to the RPV. This is the basis for RAI-2.
The BWROG's June 13. 2012, response to RAI-2 confirmed that piping loads are loads from
only the piping attached to the safe-end of the instrument nozzle. RAI-2 is therefore resolved
but the BWROG is asked to revise the LTR to reflect this clarification.

The 45" line (Figure 2-1) is chosen for extracting hoop stresses from the FEM analysis.
Although the orientation of this path is consistent with the necessary inputs for the BIE/IF
solution for the nozzle corner crack, it has not been established in the LTR that this approach
will produce conservative, or the most accurate results. This is the basis for RAI-3.

The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-3 cited EPRI NP-339. "Improved Evaluation of
Nozzle Corner Cracking," and an Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) report
ORNLJTM-20101246, "Stress and Fracture Mechanics Analyses of Boiling Water Reactor and
Pressurized Water Reactor Pressure Vessel Nozzles," to support the conclusion that good
agreement exists between the stress intensity factors calculated from detailed analysis and the
simplified one-dimensional stress distribution. The staff confirmed that the ORNL report
concluded that the combined K, due to both pressure and thermal loading is estimated
reasonably well in the analyses using uncracked and cracked FEM models for the BWR WLI
nozzle where the hoop stress extraction path is the 45* line through the nozzle thickness.
Therefore, using the same extraction path in the current application should also produce
reasonable and acceptable results. RAI-3 is resolved. After resolution of RAI-1 to RAI-3, the
staff has no additional concerns over the proposed methodology, pending evaluation of the
remaining sections of this LTR.

Section 3 of the LTR discusses assumptions used in the analysis. The staff had a question on
the BWROG's applying the weaker base metal properties instead of weld material properties in
the FEM analyses. This is the basis for RAI-4.

The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-4 clarified that "base metal" is intended to mean
an equivalent ASME Code material for the weld metal, not to mean the use of LAS properties.

Report No. 0900876.40 1.RO-A x jstructural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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The LTR is revised to reflect this clarification. Therefore, RAI-4 is resolved. For other
assumptions summarized in Section 3 of the LTR, Assumption 1, Assumption 2, and part of
Assumption 4 have already been discussed in Section 2 regarding the proposed methodology.
The staff's evaluation and acceptance of these assumptions can be found above in the
discussion of the BWROG's response to RAI-1. Assumption 5 regarding constant density and
Poisson's ratio is appropriate because it has only secondary effect on the results and is
consistent with the common practice, and the remaining part of Assumption 4 regarding vessel
pad material and nozzle-to-safe end weld material has negligible effect due to their distance
from the location of interest. Assumption 6 regarding a stress free temperature of 550* F is
commonly used in stress and fracture mechanics analyses for RPV with cladding, and is
acceptable.

Section 4 of the LTR provides information for the 3-dimentional (3-D) FEM un-cracked models
for the structural and thermal analyses. Moderate details for 3-D FEM cracked models for the
structural and thermal analyses are also provided for validating the BIE/IF K, results.
To demonstrate that a proprietary FEM meshing algorithm used in the analyses can produce
accurate results, the BWROG provides a benchmark of its FEM fracture mechanics modeling
methodology in Appendix A of this LTR. The staff examined the comparison of results from
various approaches and accepted the BWROG's use of this meshing algorithm in the current
application because the algorithm is not very sensitive to mesh size and the results are more
conservative than those provided by the closed-form solution. However, the staff is not sure
that coupling the nodes on the free end of the safe end in the nozzle axial direction best
simulates the real situation. This is the basis for RAI-5.

The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-5 clarified that coupling the nodes on the free
end of the safe end is used in the mesh sensitivity study to demonstrate that the spatial
discretization selected for the FEM models was sufficient to resolve the parameters of interest.
The BWROG further stated that for the piping load cases analyzed as part of the evaluation in
Sections 5.3 and 6.3 of the LTR, the nodes at the end of the safe end are connected to a pilot
node on which the appropriate forces and moments are applied. The staff accepts this
explanation because coupling the nodes on the free end of the safe end is not used in the
nozzle FEM models under piping load cases discussed in Section 6.3 and, instead, a more
realistic modeling of the piping end is used. RAI-5 is resolved. In addition, mesh density
checks for FEM un-cracked and cracked models were also performed by the BWROG with
results shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 and Figure 4-8. The staff examined these results based on
different mesh densities and determined that reasonable stability of the stresses and Kis has
been achieved by the current FEM models and the results presented later in Section 6 are
credible.

Section 5 of the LTR provides Information for the three types of loadings considered In the LTR:
internal pressure, thermal transient, and pipe reaction loads. Additional FEM modeling details
such as specific elements used and boundary conditions are also provided here. Except for the
concern raised in RAI-2 regarding the source of piping loads which has been resolved as
mentioned before, the staff found that all sources of loading have been considered and the top-
level modeling schemes are consistent with industry practice.

Section 6 of the LTR presents results from applying the three types of loading discussed in
Section 5 of the LTR, and thus required close staff examination because of its importance. Four
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RAIs were generated for this section: RAI-6 on the determination of the critical crack plane
orientation for Kls, RAI-7 on adjustment of large elastic pseudo-stresses, RAI-8 on definition of a
hoop stress extraction path with and without RPV cladding, and RAI-9 on the very different
variation of K, values along the crack front under pressure and thermal loading.

The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-6 states that, "The postulated crack is always
placed in an orientation such that it is normal to the maximum hoop stress in the RPV from the
pressure load case." It further states that, "the thermal stress distribution around the
circumference of the nozzle blend radius does not exhibit substantial variation. Consequently,
locating the postulated crack, for the thermal load case, in an orientation identical to that
selected for the pressure load case results in the bounding combination of the thermal and
pressure contributions to K,, for all nozzles." Since the postulated crack is located in an
orientation having the bounding combination of the thermal and pressure contributions to K4 for
all nozzles. RAI-6 is resolved. The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-7 states that,
"No adjustment to stress is made at any time....The comment included in the LTR was intended
only to convey that, for the purposes of the figure, the contour scale on the plot was truncated
such that the peak stress in the vicinity of the discontinuity was not shown...." This is
acceptable because no adjustment is made to the calculated stresses, and the adjustment on
stresses is only for better contour plotting.

Regarding the definition of a hoop stress extraction path including or not including RPV
cladding, the BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-8 states that, "It is confirmed that in
both cases [i.e., paths including and not including RPV clad] the thermal loading was applied to
the cladding and the thermo-elastic stress analysis was performed with cladding in the finite
element model. Two different paths were defined to extract path stress distributions: one
starting at a radial location corresponding to the ID of the cladding, and one starting at a radial
location corresponding to the ID of the LAS shell.. Neither path shown in Figure 6-7 passes
through the air gap between the nozzle insert and the RPV shell." RAI-8 is resolved because
the BWROG confirmed the staff's interpretation of the definition of paths for extracting stresses
and confirmed that neither path passes through the air gap between the nozzle and the RPV.
Regarding the very different variation of K, values along the crack front under pressure and
thermal loading, the BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-9 provided physical explanation
of the phenomenon based on stresses. The staff considers the explanation reasonable and,
therefore, RAI-9 is resolved. In conclusion, RAI-6, RAI-7, RAI-8, and RAI-9 are related to
nozzle FEM and BIE/IF modeling, and successful resolution of them has cleared the staff's
concerns over the results summarized in Figures 6-3 to 6-5 and Figure 6-9. Consequently, the
staff can rely on the analytical results presented in Section 6 to determine acceptability of the
LTR.

Section 7 of the LTR states that, "For P-T curve analysis, a conservative % thickness flaw is
assumed; a real flaw does not exist. Consequently, the inherent conservatism in assuming a %
thickness flaw is considered sufficient such that requiring use of the maximum K, along the
entire crack front is considered to be excessively conservative." The staff had comments on this
statement and did seek to gain additional information through RAI-10. RAI-10 also requests the
BWROG assess the practicality of applying a factor of 1.1 to the applied pressure K, values
based on the BIE/IF and 1.4 to the applied thermal K, values based on the BIE/IF to bound the
applied K, values and find out (1) whether these factors will always make the instrument nozzle
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limiting for the P-T limit curves and (2) whether plant operation will be severely limited if the
instrument nozzle becomes limiting.

The BWROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-10 provides, among background information
and conservatism in the current ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix G approach, convincing
arguments regarding the proposed BIE/IF approach:

1. Use of near surface K, values, rather than the deepest point is not consistent with ASME
[Code Appendix] G methods, as well as,

2. The observation that near a free surface the failure is governed more appropriately by a
fracture toughness elevated above the plane strain fracture toughness, which implies
greater margin to failure at this location, and,

3. The pressure term, which is shown to be 24 % conservative compared to the peak FE
LEFM K, is further amplified by the Code required structural factor of 2.0 compared to
the Code required structural factor of 1.0 for thermal loads.

4. The observation that a single nodal K1, near the free surface, from the FE LEFM analysis
falls above the conservative BIE/IF solution does not represent a reduction in margin
required by the ASME (Code Section] XI, Appendix G methods.

Based on the information provided by the BWROG and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, ASME
Code, Section Xl, Appendix A and Appendix G, the staff believes that, unlike the ASME Code,
Section XI, Appendix A method for flaw evaluation of a detected flaw where the nearly peak K,
along the crack front and all load contributions to K, such as the differential thermal expansion of
the clad and welding residual stresses have to be considered, the ASME Code, Section XI,
Appendix G method is meant to establish fracture toughness requirements for all RPVs under
the normal operation condition based on a postulated flaw, considering specific load
contributions to K1. As long as the proposed LEFM evaluation for WLI nozzles follows the same
assumptions made in the ASME Code Section Xl, Appendix G method, the WLI nozzles will
have the similar margin against brittle fracture as all RPVs when they are operated within the
P-T limits based on the ASME Code, Section Xl, Appendix G. Therefore, for interpretation of
the BIE/IF results, the staff determined that, consistent with the ASME Code, Section XI,
Appendix G method, the K, of the deepest point of the crack front, not the one close to the
surface point, should be used when compared to the FEM results. As shown by Figure 6-5 for
the pressure load case and Figure 6-9 for the thermal load case, the K, values based on BIE/IF
at points closer to the deepest point of the crack front always bound the K, values based on
FEM at these points, establishing the acceptability of the proposed K, methodology based on
BIEIIF. Therefore, RAI-10 is resolved.

The BWROG summarized the BIEIF and the FEM root-mean-square (RMS) K, results In
Table 7-1 of the LTR. The table showes that the BIE/IF K, results using the proposed method
are conservative by 39 percent for the pressure case and 46 percent for the thermal load case
when compared with those from the FEM method. Consistent with the ASME Code, Section XI,
Appendix G methodology, the staff used the FEM K, results close to the deepest point of the
flaw (instead of the RMS K, results used by the LTR) and revised the conservatism estimate to
26 percent for the pressure case (see Figure 6-5 of the LTR for the FEM K, value close to the
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deepest point of the flaw) and 100 percent for the thermal load case (see Figure 6-9 of the LTR
for the FEM K, value close to the deepest point of the flaw). These conservative estimates will
be used to resolve RAI-11.

Section 8 of the LTR presents generic, empirical applied K, equations under pressure and the
thermal ramp load based on curve-fitting of applied K, results for a variety of nozzles. Since the
proposed equations are best estimate, instead of bounding, linear equations, the staff issued
RAI-1 for additional information.

The BVVROG's June 13, 2012, response to RAI-1 1 states that, "Considering that the BIE/IF
solution was shown to be conservative with respect to a plant specific FEA, by 46 percent for
the thermal ramp load case and 39 percent for the internal pressure load case, in this same
LTR, it is not considered necessary to add further conservatism to this methodology.
Consequently, we believe that keeping the curve fit equations as best-estimate curve fits rather
than upper bound curve fit equations is justified." The staff determined that using quantified
conservatism in one area to offset quantified none-conservatism in another is acceptable as
long as the former is greater than the latter. In this case, the staffs revised conservatism
estimates of 26 percent for the pressure case and 100 percent for the thermal load case far
exceed the non-conservatism of 5 percent for the pressure and 15 percent for the thermal load
case for using the best estimate equation instead of the bounding equation. Therefore, RAI-1 1
is resolved. The staff agrees with the BWROG that using the BIE/IF solution in the P-T limit
curve analysis is appropriate.

4.0 CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Based on the evaluation in Section 3.2, the staff determined that no conditions or limitations are
necessary for future potential applicants to address in their application of this LTR to their plant-
specific P-T limit submittals.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Based on the evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that LTR BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0
provides acceptable methodology for BWR licensees to obtain plant-specific stress intensity
factors for an internal pressure load case and a 100 "F/hr thermal ramp load case for use in
developing plant-specific P-T limit curves for RPV WLI nozzles. Since the analyses assumed
that Alloy 600 material was used for the weld metal for all nozzles, the BWROG revised the LTR
to limit the application of this LTR to only WLI nozzle configuration/design using Alloy 600
material for the weld metal. This proposed methodology is consistent with 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix G and the ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix G.

Principal Contributor: S. Sheng

Date: March 14, 2013
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PARTICIPATING UTILITIES

The utilities listed below contributed to the development of this report. However, while this report
has been endorsed by a substantial number of the members of the BWR Owners Group, it should not
be interpreted as a commitment of any individual member to a specific course of action. Each
member must formally endorse any BWROG position in order for that position to become the
member's position.

UTILITY
Energy Northwest

Entergy

Exelon

FENOC
Xcel

NPPD
PPL

Progress Energy
SNC
TVA

PLANT
Columbia
Pilgrim
FitzPatrick
Vermont Yankee
Clinton
Dresden
LaSalle
Limerick
Oyster Creek
Quad Cities
Peach Bottom
Perry
Monticello
Cooper
Susquehanna
Brunswick
Hatch
Browns Ferry

DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION

This BWROG report, and any associated products, are proprietary to the BWROG and the utilities
that financially participated in their development. Recipients of this document have no authority or
rights to release this product or any information contained herein to anyone or any organization
outside their utility, restricted to the specific plants identified in "Participating Utilities" above. This
product can, however, be shared with contractors performing related work directly for a participating
plant, conditional upon appropriate proprietary agreements being in place with the contractor
protecting this BWROG product or any information contained herein against unauthorized
distribution or use.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Generic Letter (GL) 96-03 allows plants to relocate

their pressure-temperature (P-T) curves and numerical values of the other P-T limits (such as

heatup/cool-down) from Technical Specifications into a Pressure Temperature Limits Report

(PTLR). The Structural Integrity licensing Topical Report (LTR) SIR-05-044-A, which was

reviewed and approved by the NRC in April 2007, can be referenced by any boiling water

reactor (BWR) licensee, who supported development of the LTR, in a license amendment

request to adopt NRC GL 96-03 requirements for a PTLR.

The LTR SIR-05-044-A addresses nozzle configurations in that it provides a Boundary Integral

Equation / Influence Function (BIE/IF) solution for forged nozzles as well as the partial

penetration style water level instrument nozzles and requires that all such nozzles in the beltline

and extended beltline, due to exposure to neutron fluence, be considered as a part of P-T curve

development.

The purpose of this report is to provide a bounding partial penetration style water level

instrument nozzle fracture mechanics solution which can be used to obtain plant specific stress

intensity factors for an internal pressure load case and a 100 0F/hr thermal ramp load case for

use in developing plant specific P-T curves, without having to develop and analyze a plant

specific finite element model. Adequacy of this approach is demonstrated by comparing the

BIE/IF solution against finite element fracture mechanics results of comparable configurations

and by comparison of the K, obtained using the proposed equations against plant specific

calculations for three benchmark cases. The contents of this report are supported by Reference

[14].

The results of this evaluation are applicable only for plant specific water level instrument nozzle

designs which fall within the bounds of those designs which were evaluated herein. Specifically,

the following limitations apply:

Load Cases: Internal Pressure

100 °F/hr heatup/cooldown transient

Geometry: See Table 2-1

Materials: See Table 2-2
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2.0 METHODOLOGY

A finite element model (FEM) of a generic General Electric (GE) designed Boiling Water

Reactor (BWR) water level instrument nozzle is constructed and hoop stress results are extracted

along a limiting path for various loading conditions. As required by ASME Section XI,

Appendix G [I], a ¼ thickness postulated flaw at the J-groove weld is assumed as shown in

Figure 2-1. A BIE/IF solution is introduced and a stress intensity factor is calculated for each

load case considered. The BIE/IF solution is benchmarked against results obtained from linear

elastic finite element fracture mechanics analyses in which the postulated crack is modeled using

the commonly used method of meshing the crack front with quadratic elements which have had

the midside nodes on the crack face moved to the '/4 point location in order to simulate the

singularity at the crack tip. A total of thirty-eight FEMs are constructed with four different

vessel diameters, two different instrument nozzle diameters, two different J-groove weld lengths,

and three different nozzle materials. The generic approach presented for addressing water level

instrument nozzles in P-T curve development is based on the results of the parametric studies

documented in this report.

The following topics are described separately below:

" Method of stress analysis

" Model geometry, materials, and heat transfer coefficients

" Load cases

• Stress extraction paths

* Boundary Integral Equation / Influence Function Solution

• Finite element linear elastic fracture mechanics model with crack tip elements
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2.1 Method of Stress Analysis

A three dimensional (3-D) linear elastic finite element analysis (FEA) of the instrument nozzle is

performed to obtain the nozzle stress distribution resulting from the applied load cases. The

ANSYS FEA software [2] is used for all thermo-elastic stress analyses. Depending on the nature

of the applied loading, either a quarter symmetric (900) or a full (360') model is used for the

FEA. The type of model used for each load case is discussed below.

2.2 Model Geometry, Materials, and Heat Transfer Coefficients

The dimensions used for this analysis are based on typical vessel and nozzle sizes. Four typical

vessels, i.e., 251", 238", 218" and 205", and 2 typical instrument nozzles, i.e., 2" and 3" are

simulated in this analysis. Table 2-1 and Figure 2-2 show the dimensions selected for this

analysis. The dimensions are based on typical instrument nozzles documented in References 9

through 11. The FEM includes a portion of the low alloy steel RPV shell, stainless steel RPV

clad, Alloy 600 J-groove weld, Alloy 600 weld butter, nozzle insert (can be Alloy 600, Stainless

Steel (SS), Carbon Steel (CS) [13, Table 2-1], or Low Alloy Steel (LAS)), Alloy 600 nozzle-to-

safe end weld, and stainless steel safe end. The extents of the RPV shell and safe end are defined

such that the FEM boundaries do not introduce non-representative end effects at the location of

interest. Table 2-2 lists a typical component material. Tables 2-3 to 2-8 list the corresponding

material properties.

The majority of the analyses are performed using an Alloy 600 nozzle insert; however, the effect

of nozzle material was specifically considered by adding additional analysis cases in which the

nozzle insert was modeled as 304 SS and CS. The nozzle safe end material is the same as the

nozzle forging per Table 2-1 of Reference [13]. Since there is no specific material specification

identified for the CS nozzle inserts from Table 2-1 of Reference [13], SA-541 Class 1 is

assumed. Per Table 2-1 of Reference [ 13], there are three different vessel dimensions for 304 SS

nozzle forgings, 218", 238" and 251", and one vessel dimension for CS nozzle forgings, 251".

The nozzle sizes for these cases are selected based on the bounding cases from the Alloy 600

nozzle analyses. Since the thickness for some plant instrument nozzles has been shown to be 0.7

inches [II], an additional dimension with a 0.7" nozzle thickness for an Alloy 600 and a SS
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nozzle insert is analyzed. The weld material is always assumed as Alloy 600 for the different

nozzle material cases.

For the thermal analysis, a typical convection heat transfer coefficient for the inside surface of

the vessel and nozzle is assumed as 500 Btu/hr-ft2-OF, at all fluid temperatures, and a typical

convection heat transfer coefficient for the outside surface of the vessel and nozzle is assumed as

0.2 Btu/hr-ft2-°F, at all times, to simulate the insulation. Table 2-10 lists the heat transfer

coefficients applied for the thermal transient. Note Figure 2-1 shows an air gap is located

between the nozzle and the vessel. Air elements are used during the thermal analysis to simulate

heat transfer across the air gap. Table 2-9 shows the air properties applied in the FEA. The

effects of radiation heat transfer are ignored during the thermal analysis.

2.3 Load Cases

The following load cases are considered:

1. Internal pressure

2. Thermal transient

3. Pipe reaction loads

2.3.1 Internal Pressure Load Case

An internal pressure of 1,000 psig is applied to the inside surfaces of the RPV and the instrument

nozzle. Membrane (or cap) loads are applied to the end of the safe end and to the edges of the

vessel shell. Since the analysis is linear-elastic, the load case may be treated as a "unit" load and

the resulting stresses can be scaled to obtain a K, for other applied pressures.

2.3.2 Thermal Transient

A 100 °F/hr thermal ramp is evaluated in this analysis. Table 2-10 and Figure 2-3 show the

thermal transient definition considered for this work.

2.3.3 Pipe Reaction Loads

Pipe reaction loads due to the piping attached to the instrument nozzle are considered. The stress

path between the instrument nozzle and the RPV passes through the J-groove weld, which is at

the same location as the postulated flaw required for P-T curve analysis. Therefore, pipe
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reaction loads are evaluated in order to assess the effect of piping loads on the stress intensity

factor calculated at the instrument nozzle. Both bending moments and an axial force load case

are considered. Since the analysis is linear-elastic, these load cases can be considered to be
"unit" loads and any plant specific results can be inferred by scaling the results using the plant

specific piping loads.

2.4 Stress Extraction Paths

A stress path, with the orientation shown in Figure 2-1, is chosen for extracting hoop stress

results from the FEA. The path begins from the nozzle inner comer surface at the inside radius

of the low alloy steel RPV. The path extends to the outside surface of the RPV oriented at a 45'

angle with respect to the nozzle centerline. The orientation of this path is consistent with the

necessary inputs for the BIE/IF solution for the nozzle comer crack in Section 2.5. Since the

short J-groove weld configuration may cause the postulated flaw path to cross the air gap,

additional cases, with a longer J-groove weld, are considered in this work. Sixteen (16) FEMs

with Alloy 600 nozzle material, six (6) FEMs with SS Nozzle material, two (2) FEMs with CS

nozzle material and fourteen (14) FEMs with 0.7" nozzle thickness are evaluated in this

calculation.

2.5 Boundary Integral / Influence Function (BIE/IF) Solution

For the instrument nozzle, as a minimum, the stress concentration effect of the nozzle on the

plate material should be addressed as part of P-T curve development. This can be accomplished

with the use of a fracture mechanics model that applies to the partial penetration nozzle design.

Calculation of the stress intensity factor, K1, is based on a quarter circular crack in an infinite

quarter space [5]. The fracture mechanics model and associated equation used to calculate K, are

shown in Figure 2-4 [5]. The Ki equation is reproduced here:

( 2 2 4a'>K, 0.723A4 +0.55 IA 2a+o0462A2a +0.408A 3 - (2-1)
;ra 2 3,T)

where:
a = /4 through-wall postulated flaw depth, in
A0,A*, pressure or thermal stress polynomial coefficients, obtained from a curve-

fit
A2,A3 of the extracted hoop stresses from a FEA
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2.6 Finite Element Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Model with Crack Tip Elements

A linear elastic finite element fracture mechanics model with crack tip elements is developed in

order to benchmark the BIE/IF solution selected for this work.
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Table 2-1: Dimensions Used for Instrument Nozzle Parametric Studies.
Nozzle Size 2-inch Nozzle 3-inch Nozzle

Vessel Size 251 in. 238 in. 218 in, 205 in. 251 in. 238 In. 218 In. 205 in.

ri (in) 126.162 120.000 110.157 103.000 126.162 120.000 110.156 103.000

tc (in) 0.337 0.188 0.219 0.188 0.339 0.188 0.219 0.188

Vth (in) 6.102 5.625 5.375 5.438 6.102 5.625 5.375 5.438

rol (in) 1.203 1.245 1.203 1.245 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500

ril (in) 0.969 0.969 0.969 0.969 0.965 0.969 0.969 0.969

ro2 (in) 1.245 1.245 1.245 1.245 1.500 1.500 1.500 1.500

ri3 (in) 1.250 1.253 1.250 1.253 1.508 1.508 1.508 1.508

ro4 (in) 7.750 7.750 7.750 7.750 7.750 7.750 7.750 7.750

6i6 (in) 1.300 1.300 1.250 1.300 1.555 1.555 1.508 1.555

ro6 (in) 1.295 1.295 1.245 1.295 1.550 1.550 1.500 1.550

I1 (in) 3.000 2.000 3.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 3.000 2.000

13 (in) 4.438 4.438 4.438 4.438 4.438 4.438 4.438 4.438

14 (in) 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375

15 (in) 14.688 14.688 14.688 14.688 14.688 14.688 14.688 14.688

16 (in) (1) 0.964 0.813 0.844 0.813 0.964 0.813 0.844 0.813

17 (in) (1) 0.714 0.563 0.594 0.563 0.714 0.563 0.594 0.563

18 (in) 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125

td (in) 1.654 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.654 1.125 1.125 1.125

Is (in) 0.063 0.063 0.0625 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.0625 0.063

ds (in) 3.500 3.500 2.688 3.500 3.500 3.500 2.688 3.500

R1 (in) 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

R2 (in) 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

af (0) 14.000 0 14.000 0 0 0 14.000 0

afl (0) 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000

af2 (0) 45.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 45.000 45.000

af3 (0) 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000

Note: 1. For the longer J-groove weld case, 16 and 17 are increased by 0.5 inches.
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Table 2-2: List of Typical Instrument Nozzle Assembly Materials.
component Material

RPV Shell SA-533 Gr. B Class 1
RPV Cladding Type 304 Stainless Steel

Alloy 600 (use N06600), Stainless Steel
Instrument Nozzle (use SS 304), Carbon Steel or Low Alloy

Steel (use SA-541 Class 1)
Vessel Pad SA-533 Gr. B Class 1
J-Groove Weld Butter Alloy 600 (use N06600)
J-Groove Weld Alloy 600 (use N06600)
Nozzle-to-Safe End Weld Alloy 600 (use N06600)
Safe End SA-182 F304

Table 2-3: Material Properties for SA-533, Grade B, Class 1 [3].
Temperature Young's Modulus Mean Thermal Expansion Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat

(OF) (x106 psi) (x104 ln/in/rF) (Btu/hr-ft-°F) (Btu/Ibm-°F)
70 29.0 7.0 23.7 0.106
200 28.5 7.3 23.5 0.113
300 28.0 7.4 23.4 0.119
400 27.6 7.6 23.1 0.125
500 27.0 7.7 22.7 0.130
600 26.3 7.8 22.2 0.135
Density (p) = 0.283 Ibm/in 3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Poisson's Ratio (1)) = 0.3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Specific Heat = thermal conductivity / (thermal diffusivity * density).

Table 2-4: Material Properties for Type 304 Stainless Steel (I8Cr-8Ni) [3].
Temperature Young's Modulus Mean Thermal Expansion Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat

(OF) (x106 psi) (x10l in/in/0 F) (Btu/hr-ft-0 F) (Btu/ibm lb*F)
70 28.3 8.5 8.6 0.114
200 27.5 8.9 9.3 0.119
300 27.0 9.2 9.8 0.122
400 26.4 9.5 10.4 0.126
500 25.9 9.7 10.9 0.129
600 25.3 9.8 11.3 0.130
Density (p) = 0.290 Ibm/in 3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Poisson's Ratio (u) = 0.3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Specific Heat = thermal conductivity / (thermal diffusivity * density).
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Table 2-5: Material Properties for Alloy 600 (N06600) [31.
Temperature Young's Modulus Mean Thermal Expansion Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat

(FF) (xlO psi) (xl04 in/in/oF) (Btu/hr-ft-.F) (Btu/I bm -OF)
70 31.0 6.8 8.6 0.108
200 30.3 7.1 9.1 0.113
300 29.9 7.3 9.6 0.116
400 29.4 7.5 10.1 0.118
500 29.0 7.6 10.6 0.120
600 28.6 7.8 11.1 0.122

Density (p) = 0.300 Ibm/in 3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Poisson's Ratio (u) = 0.3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Specific Heat = thermal conductivity / (thermal diffusivity * density).

Table 2-6: Material Properties for Vessel Pad, Material Assumed Equivalent to Vessel (Table 2-
3) [3].

Temperature Young's Modulus Mean Thermal Expansion Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat
(*F) e(xlO psi) (x1 4 in/in/0 F) (Rtu/hr-ft-*F) (Btu/Ibm,-F)
70 29.0 7.0 23.7 0.106

200 28.5 7.3 23.5 0.113
300 28.0 7.4 23.4 0.119
400 27.6 7.6 23.1 0.125
500 27.0 7.7 22.7 0.130
600 26.3 7.8 22.2 0.135

Density (p) = 0.283 Ibm/in 3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Poisson's Ratio (-u) = 0.3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Specific Heat = thermal conductivity / (thermal diffusivity * density).

Table 2-7: Material Properties for SA-182 F304 (18Cr-8Ni) [3].
Temperature Young's Modulus Mean Thermal Expansion Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat

(OF) (xlO psi) (x106 in/in/*F) (Btu/hr-ft-PF) (Btu/ Ibm -*F)
70 28.3 8.5 8.6 0.114
200 27.5 8.9 9.3 0.119
300 27.0 9.2 9.8 0.122
400 26.4 9.5 10.4 0.126
500 25.9 9.7 10.9 0.129
600 25.3 9.8 11.3 0.130

Density (p) = 0.290 Ibm/in 3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Poisson's Ratio (u) = 0.3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).

Specific Heat = thermal conductivity / (thermal diffusivity * density).
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Table 2-8: Material Properties for SA-541 Class 1 [3].
Temperature Young's Modulus Mean Thermal Expansion Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat

(OF) (x106 psi) (x10, in/in/OF) (Btu/hr-ft-0F) (Btu/ ibm -OF)

70 29.2 6.4 34.9 0.102
200 28.6 6.7 33.7 0.113
300 28.1 6.9 32.3 0.118
400 27.7 7.1 30.9 0.122
500 27.1 7.3 29.4 0.127
600 26.4 7.4 28.0 0.132

Density (p) = 0.283 Ibm/in 3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Poisson's Ratio (u) = 0.3, assumed temperature independent (see Section 3.0, Assumption #5).
Specific Heat = thermal conductivity / (thermal diffusivity * density).

Table 2-9: Air Properties [4].

Temperature Density Thermal Conductivity Specific Heat
(F) (Ib Jft) (Btu/hr-ftWF) (Btu/Ibm-*F)

70 0.075 0.015 0.240

200 0.060 0.018 0.242

300 0.054 0.020 0.244

400 0.048 0.023 0.246

500 0.041 0.025 0.248

600 0.038 0.027 0.251

Table 2-10: Thermal Transient Definition.

Transient Time Temperature Heat Transfer Coefficient (Btu/hr-ft.-F)(s) (°F) Vessel Nozzle Outside

0 550 500 500 0.2

Thermal 6,300 375 500 500 0.2
Ramp 6,900 330 500 500 0.2

(100 °F/hr cooldown 15,180 100 500 500 0.2

20,000* 100 500 500 0.2
• After 20,000 seconds, a steady state condition is applied
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Figure 2-1: Stress Path Orientation in Postulated Flaw.
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Figure 2-2: Generic Model Dimensions.
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Figure 2-3: Thermal Transients.
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Figure 2-4: BIE/IF Solution for Instrument Nozzle Evaluation.
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3.0 ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are used in the analysis.

1. The heat transfer coefficient of all external surfaces is assumed to be 0.2 Btu/hr-ft2E-F,

which is consistent with General Electric standard practice. The ambient temperature is

assumed to be 100°F. The assumed temperature does not have a significant effect on the

results of the analysis since the heat transfer coefficient at the internal surfaces (500

Btu/hr-ft2 -°F) is more than three orders of magnitude greater than the assumed value of

0.2 Btu/hr-ft2 -°F.

2. The external convection coefficient in Assumption 1 is an overall heat transfer coefficient

and accounts for the effects of the insulation.

3. Material properties for the weld components listed in Table 2-2 are assumed based on

practices established in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code, Section IX

[6]. Weld material properties are based on weld procedure qualifications. Testing is the

only way to verify the properties. In general, the failure location is in the base metal

during material failure tests. Therefore, applying the weaker base metal properties

instead of weld material properties is typically considered conservative. For example, the

properties for N06600 are used in the analysis in place of the as-deposited Alloy 600

material properties.

4. Material designations for some components are not readily available. The following

assumptions are made:

" Vessel Pad - low alloy steel, similar to the RPV base metal, is assumed. The

weld reinforcement at the partial penetration nozzle is typically low alloy steel.

" J-Groove Weld - Alloy 600 is assumed, and is the typical weld filler material.

* Nozzle-to-Safe End Weld - Alloy 600 is assumed. The effect of this assumption

is negligible since it is far from the location of interest.

5. Density and Poisson's ratio are assumed temperature independent for all materials. In

addition, typical values are assumed for these values.
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6. The residual stresses, due to the application of austenitic cladding, are insignificant at or

near normal operating temperature for both the cladding and the RPV base metal [7].

Therefore, a stress free temperature of 550'F is assumed for all materials in this

evaluation. The choice of stress free temperature will affect the magnitude of the

differential thermal expansion stresses induced in the nozzle assembly.
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4.0 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

4.1 Finite Element Model Development

Sixteen (16) 3-D FEMs with Alloy 600 nozzle material, six (6) 3-D FEMs with SS Nozzle

material, two (2) 3-D FEMs with CS nozzle material and fourteen (14) 3-D FEMs with 0.7"

nozzle thickness are constructed in ANSYS [2] using the dimensions shown in Table 2-1 and

Figure 2-2. Three dimensional SOLID45 elements are used for structural analyses and 3-D

SOLID70 elements are used for the thermal analyses. CONTA 174 and TARGE 170 contact and

target elements are used to model possible contact between the instrument nozzle and the RPV

bore. Figure 4-1 illustrates a sample quarter symmetric model.

The stainless steel RPV clad, Alloy 600 J-groove weld, Alloy 600 butter, Alloy 600, stainless

steel, carbon steel or low alloy steel instrument nozzle, low alloy steel RPV, low alloy steel

vessel pad, Alloy 600 nozzle-to-safe end weld, and stainless steel safe end are modeled as

separate materials. The air in the gap between the instrument nozzle and RPV shell is modeled

for the thermal analysis only.

A 3-D FEM with crack tip elements is constructed in ANSYS [2] using a SI developed crack

meshing algorithm "Antip." A crack is modeled using quadratic elements (SOLID95 elements)

with the mid-side nodes moved to the quarter point location such that the stress singularity at the

crack tip is simulated. Appendix A contains a benchmark of the adequacy of the Antip meshing

algorithm based on a comparison of the stress intensity factor solution obtained using Antip to

that from a commonly accepted fracture mechanics solution in the open literature. The

dimensions for this model are chosen from Table 2-1 and Figure 2-2 with a 3" instrument nozzle,

251" vessel diameter, and long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material. Three

dimensional SOLID45 elements and SOLID95 elements at the crack tip are used for structural

analyses, and 3-D SOLID70 elements and SOLID90 elements at the crack tip are used for the

thermal analyses. Figure 4-2 illustrates the quarter symmetric fracture mechanics model

developed for this study.
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4.2 Finite Element Model Validation

Model validation checks are performed using an internal pressure load case. A uniform internal

pressure of 1,000 psi is applied on the inside surfaces of the instrument nozzle and RPV wall. In

addition, membrane or "cap" loads are applied to the end of the safe end and to the RPV shell to

account for closed-end effects of the attached piping and vessel. The membrane loads are

calculated as follows:

SP.R12  (4-1)
PCAP 

2 
2Ro -R;

where:

P Internal pressure (P = 1,000 psig)

Ri = Inner radius of cylindrical section, in

R. Outer radius of cylindrical section, in

This membrane load is applied such that it acts as a tensile load on the instrument nozzle and

RPV shell. The nodes on the free end of the safe end are coupled in the nozzle axial direction to

ensure equal axial displacement of the end of the nozzle and RPV in response to the membrane

load so as to simulate the effects of the attached piping and closed end of the RPV.

Symmetry boundary conditions are applied to both lateral boundaries of the FEM, as well as to

the RPV shell opposite to the applied membrane load. For the model with crack tip elements, the

symmetric boundary conditions are not applied to the crack face. A 1000 psi uniform pressure is

applied on the crack face.

Figures 4-3 and 4-4 illustrate the applied loads and boundary conditions for the un-cracked and

cracked models, respectively.

The results of the mesh density check are summarized below.
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4.2.1 Mesh Density Check/or Un-cracked Model

Four different meshes are evaluated for this model validation check. Figure 4-5 shows the

original mesh and the finest mesh density. The 1,000 psi pressure is directly applied on the

inside surfaces of the instrument nozzle and RPV wall (including cladding). Figure 4-6 shows

the stress intensity plots for each model after removing the peak stress at the J-groove weld

between the nozzle and butter. Table 4-1 summarizes the stress intensities obtained from each

model. Also shown in Table 4-1 is the difference in the peak stress intensity for each mesh

evaluated. The results of this check show that the peak stresses in the nozzle forging have

converged to a stationary value. The original model mesh is considered acceptable. The

difference in the stress intensity results between the coarsest and finest mesh densities evaluated

is less than 1%; therefore, the original model mesh is considered acceptable for the analyses

documented in this calculation package.

4.2.2 Mesh Density Checkfor Cracked Model

Three different mesh densities are evaluated for this model validation check. Figure 4-7 shows

the original mesh and the finest mesh. A uniform internal pressure of 1,000 psig is applied on

the inside surfaces of the instrument nozzle, RPV wall and crack face. Consistent with the intent

of ASME Code, Section III [8], the RPV clad is not considered for the pressure load case. For

this load case, the clad elements are removed and internal pressure is applied directly to the low

alloy steel RPV shell. Figure 4-8 shows the stress intensity factor along the crack tip for each

model. Table 4-2 summarizes the stress intensity factors obtained from each mesh case

evaluated. Also shown in Table 4-2, is the difference in the stress intensity factor for each mesh.

The original model mesh is considered acceptable for the fracture mechanics analyses

documented in this report. The differences in stress intensity factor associated with the model

mesh used are less than 7% and the K, value obtained from the selected mesh gives the most

conservative value of the mesh densities considered.
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Table 4-1: Mesh Density Check Results for the Un-cracked Models.
Mesh Factor Stress Intensity (psi) Difference (%)

1.0 69,340 --

1.4 69,442 0.15
1.8 69,499 0.23
2.0 69,521 0.26

1. Mesh Factor is defined as the ratio of model elements with respect to the baseline case (Mesh
Factor 1.0)

Table 4-2: Mesh Density Check Results for the Cracked Models.
K, (ksi-in) % Change

Base 2x 3x 2x- 3x-2x

Max 60.7 60.5 60.6 -0.2% 0.0%

Min 52.5 49.9 46.7 -4.9% -6.5%

RMS 55.7 55.0 54.6 -1.3% -0.8%

Figure 4-1: Quarter Symmetric FEM of Instrument Nozzle and Reactor Pressure Vessel.
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Figure 4-2: Finite Element Fracture Mechanics Model.

Figure 4-3: Structural Boundary Conditions and Internal Pressure Load Applied to Un-cracked
Model.
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Figure 4-4: Structural Boundary Conditions and Internal Pressure Load Applied to Cracked

Model.

Baseline Mesh (Mesh Factor 1.0) Finest Mesh (Mesh Factor = 2.0)

Figure 4-5: Mesh Density Check Configurations for Un-cracked Models.
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Figure 4-6: Mesh Density Check Results for Un-cracked Models.
(Units in psi)
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Figure 4-7: Mesh Density Check Configurations for Cracked Models.
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5.0 INSTRUMENT NOZZLE LOAD CASES

The applied loads and boundary conditions for each load case are described below.

5.1 Internal Pressure Load Case

A uniform internal pressure of 1,000 psi is applied on the inside surfaces of the instrument

nozzle and RPV wall. Consistent with the intent of ASME Code, Section III [8], the RPV clad is

not considered for the pressure load case. For this load case, the clad elements are removed and

the internal pressure is applied directly to the low alloy steel RPV shell.

The boundary conditions are the same as detailed in Section 4.2. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 illustrate

the applied loads and boundary conditions to one of the un-cracked models and one of the

cracked models, respectively. The cracked model geometry is taken from Table 2-1 with a 251"

vessel, 3" nozzle, and long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material.

5.2 Thermal Transient

Per Section 2.3.2, one thermal transient is evaluated on all un-cracked models and one cracked

model. The transient is defined in Table 2-10. In the un-cracked models, the SOLID70 element

type is used for the thermal analysis and the SOLID45 element type is used for the subsequent

stress analysis. In the cracked model, the SOLID70 and SOLID 90 element types are used for

thermal analysis and the SOLID45 and SOLID95 element types are used for the subsequent

stress analysis. During the thermal analysis, the air elements between the nozzle and the vessel

bore are activated to simulate the conduction heat transfer between the two surfaces. These

elements are removed during the subsequent stress analysis. The RPV clad is considered in both

the thermal and stress analyses so that the differential thermal expansion stresses induced by the

cladding are captured.

The thermal stress analysis is performed in two parts. First, a thermal run is completed using

SOLID70 or SOLID70 and SOLID90 elements. A temperature solution is output from the

thermal run. Then the thermal stress run is performed using the temperature solution from the

thermal run as input. The temperatures are applied to the structural model for each time step and

thermal stresses are calculated using SOLID45 or SOLID45 and SOLID95 elements. As stated

previously, symmetric boundary conditions are applied to the symmetry faces of the instrument
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nozzle model and the nodes at the end of the nozzle are coupled in the axial direction to simulate

the effects of the attached piping. For the cracked model, the symmetric boundary conditions are

not applied to the crack face. The cracked model geometry is taken from Table 2-1 with a 251"

vessel, 3" nozzle, and long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material.

One additional evaluation is performed for the un-cracked model by applying the thermal

boundary conditions directly to the vessel base metal, i.e., the clad is removed from the model.

This case is run to investigate the effect of ignoring the clad entirely in the thermal transient

analysis as authorized in the ASME Code when the clad thickness is less than 10% of the wall

thickness. The geometry of this model is taken from Table 2-1 with a 251" vessel, 3" nozzle,

and long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material.

5.3 Pipe Reaction Load Case

Per Section 2.3.3, three moments and an axial force are applied to an un-cracked model as

separate load cases. The pipe load cases are evaluated using a nozzle geometry taken from Table

2-1 with a 251" vessel, 3" nozzle, and long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material.

The unit force (1,000 lbs) and the moment loads (1,000 in-lbs) are applied to a pilot node using

the CONTA175 and TARGE170 element types. All loads are applied separately. The full

model is used for this load case. Symmetry boundary conditions are applied to the lateral

boundaries of the FEM. One horizontal boundary is fixed in the vertical direction to prevent

rigid body motion of the RPV shell. For this load case, the clad elements are removed. Figure 5-

1 illustrates the applied axial forces and boundary conditions for this load case.
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Figure 5-1: Applied Piping Loads and Boundary Conditions.
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6.0 PRESSURE, THERMAL, AND PIPING LOAD RESULTS

This section presents the results of each load case, separately.

The stress extraction path for all load cases is chosen starting from the instrument nozzle corner

at the vessel inner diameter in the axial direction along the vessel. This path then travels at a 450

angle through the thickness of the vessel base metal. Figure 6-1 shows this path on the FEM.

The piping reaction load case contains an additional path for stress extraction, which is discussed

in Section 6.3.

6.1 Internal Pressure Load Case

Figure 6-2 illustrates the circumferential stress distribution for one of the un-cracked models for

the pressure load case. The circumferential, or hoop, stresses are used to calculate the stress

intensity factor for the postulated nozzle corner crack since this stress is the largest pressure

stress (i.e. higher than the axial stress). The contour scale for Figure 6-2 has been truncated to

exclude the peak stresses at the nozzle to RPV shell discontinuity. Since the analysis is linear

elastic, and the FEM includes the small gap between the instrument nozzle and RPV with a fine

mesh in this region, the stress solution exhibits a large elastic pseudo-stress adjacent to the

geometric discontinuity. This pseudo-stress may be ignored since the real structure would

exhibit local yielding which would redistribute the stress; whereas, for the linear-elastic

simulation, the elastically calculated stress is intensified because of the sharp notch in the FEM.

Defining the contour plot scale, such that this local stress is excluded, enables a more accurate

presentation of the stress distribution throughout the remainder of the model in the region of

interest for the postulated nozzle corner crack.

Figure 6-3 shows an example of the path hoop stress distribution for the internal pressure load

case with a 3" nozzle, a 25 1" vessel and a long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material.

Applying the polynomial coefficients shown in Figure 6-3, along with the '/4 thickness postulated

crack length to Equation 2-1 yields the stress intensity factor, K1, due to a unit pressure load. For

some models, when the path went through the small air gap between the instrument nozzle and

the RPV, the hoop stresses extracted along the postulated crack path were lower (See Figure 6-4)
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because the path crossed over the modeled air gap. In order to investigate if this introduced a

significant non-conservatism into the path stress curve fit used to calculate the stress intensity

factor, the "long J-groove weld" cases were introduced into the parametric study. For the cases

where the path defined for stress extraction crosses the air gap, the curve fit is determined

without including the hoop stress distributions immediately adjacent to the air gap which is

influenced by the gap. In other words, the region of the path significantly affected by the air gap

is excluded. Figure 6-4 shows an example of this processing. The stress intensity factors

calculated for all 38 models are summarized in Table 6-1. This table reports BIE/IF K, values

calculated for each of the parametric runs performed for this study. Parameters changed include

nozzle diameter and thickness, j-weld dimension, nozzle insert material, and RPV diameter.

These results are used to develop the bounding solution against which the plant specific results

are compared.

Figure 6-5 displays the KI distribution along the postulated crack front for the internal pressure

FE LEFM load case. Also shown on Figure 6-5, are the K, values calculated for the same model

dimensions using the BIE/IF solution. This comparison is provided to illustrate the conservatism

inherent in using the BIE/IF approach to calculate the K, for the nozzle corner crack. Since the

BIE/IF solution provides a K, representative of the root mean square (RMS) K, along the crack

front, the BIE/IF result is compared to the RMS of the K, distribution along the crack front

obtained from the FE LEFM analysis. The results provided in Figure 6-5 show that the BIE/IF

solution bounds the RMS value obtained using FE LEFM. An additional BIE/IF comparison,

with a path starting from vessel bore rather than the nozzle bore, is shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6.

The results obtained from this path also show that the BIE/IF solution provides bounding results

compared to the RMS value of the FE LEFM results; however, the path defined at the vessel

bore exhibits less conservatism.

6.2 Thermal Transient Load Case

The hoop stresses obtained from the un-cracked FEM for the thermal transient case considered in

this evaluation are extracted for all time steps along the paths shown in Figure 6-7. Figure 6-3

shows an example of the path hoop stress distribution for the thermal ramp load case with a 3"

nozzle, a 251" vessel and a long J-groove weld with Alloy 600 nozzle material. Paths are
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defined for a case where the RPV clad is excluded in the path definition and for a case where the

path includes the RPV clad. Figure 6-7 shows these two paths. A third order polynomial curve

fit is determined for the path hoop stresses at each time step in the thermo-elastic analysis. A

stress intensity factor for each thermal transient calculated at each time step is then calculated

using the polynomial coefficients and the ¼A thickness postulated crack length with Equation 2-1.

The maximum K1 for the thermal transient case is summarized in Table 6-2 for each model.

From the thermal transient analyses using the FE LEFM model, the K, distribution along the

crack front obtained for the thermal transient considered is calculated and shown in Figures 6-8

and 6-9 along with comparison to the results obtained using the BIE/IF solution. The maximum

K, along the crack front and RMS K, taken over the crack front, for the FE LEFM analysis at

each time step is calculated and shown in the top of Figure 6-9 for the thermal ramp. A K,

distribution along the crack front, at the time for which the maximum K, over the entire transient

and across the entire crack front occurred, and a K, distribution along the crack front, at the time

for which the maximum RMS K, along the crack front occurred, for the FE LEFM analysis is

also calculated and shown in the bottom of Figure 6-9 for the thermal ramp.

A comparison of the stress intensities for the paths including and excluding the clad is listed in

Table 6-3. This comparison is only for illustrating the effect of the clad to the results and not for

the evaluations. As can be seen, the path including clad has a higher K, value for the thermal

ramp load case because of the differential thermal expansion stresses induced in the clad.

The results of the comparison between the BIE/IF and FE LEFM results show that the BIE/IF

results bound the RMS K, obtained for the thermal transient.

6.3 Pipe Reaction Load Case

Due to the complexity of the applied load, the location of the postulated crack orientation at

which the effect of the pipe loads is maximum is not obvious; therefore, path stresses were

extracted along an additional path oriented along a plane rotated 90 degrees from the orientation

at which the pressure hoop stress is maximum. This additional path is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Table 6-4 summarizes the maximum stress intensities calculated for each piping load. The

results of the pipe reaction load cases show that contribution of attached piping loads to the K,

calculated for the postulated '¼ thickness crack is significantly less than the K, obtained for the

internal pressure and thermal load cases. These results show that the pipe reaction loads may be

neglected in the evaluations of water level instrument nozzles for P-T curve development.

Table 6-1: Summary of Stress Intensity Factors for 1000 psi Pressure Load Case with Different
Nozzle Material.

RPV Nozzle Size I K, ( in) ......... K (ks|
Diameter Nominal Dia. I Weld Weld

(in.) Thickness (in.) Alloy 600 Alloy 600 304SS CS

205 2 / 0.28 long 62.84 short 68.02 -

218 2 /0.23 long 66.95 short 71.70 70.40
238 2 / 0.28 long 71.35 short 78.09 76.82 -

251 2/0.23 long 72.37 short 78.00 76.76 76.62

205 2 / 0.70 long - short 74.25 - -

218 2/0.70 long - short 79.69 77.30

238 2 / 0.70 long - short 84.45 81.56

251 2/0.70 long - short 85.11 83.53 .

205 3 / 0.53 long 66.54 short 71.68 -

218 3 / 0.53 long 71.01 short 78.46 76.25

238 3 / 0.53 long 75.63 short 81.42 81.10

251 3/0.54 long 76.59 short 83.94 81.53 82.52

205 3 / 0.70 long - short 77.04 - -

218 3 / 0.70 long short 83.35 80.71

238 3 / 0.70 long short 87.65 84.72

251 3 / 0.70 long short 88.35 85.48 -
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Table 6-2: Summary of Stress Intensity Factors for 100 1 F/hr Thermal Ramp Load Case with
Path Excluding the Clad.

Nozzle Size
RPV Nominal"
R,,, Nozzle Nin.al J-Groove Max.K,

Diameter Material Thicknes Weld (ksi-~i~n)
(in.)(_ ___n__ (i) .......... _______

205 Alloy 600 2/0.28 long 18.77

218 Alloy 600 2/0.23 long 18.44

238 Alloy 600 2/0.28 long 19.80

251 Alloy 600 2 / 0.23 long 22.23

205 Alloy 600 3/0.53 long 19.58

218 Alloy 600 3 / 0.53 long 19.22

238 Alloy 600 3 / 0.53 long 20.67

251 Alloy 600 3/0.54 long 23.15

205 Alloy 600 2 / 0.28 short 19.41

218 Alloy 600 2 / 0.23 short 18.83

238 Alloy 600 2 / 0.28 short 20.79

251 Alloy 600 2/0.23 short 22.48

205 Alloy 600 3 /0.53 short 18.11

218 Alloy 600 3 / 0.53 short 18.31

238 Alloy 600 3 / 0.53 short 19.00

251 Alloy 600 3 / 0.54 short 21.27

218 304 SS 3 / 0.53 long 28.29

238 304 SS 3 / 0.53 long 32.22

251 304SS 3/0.54 long 33.86

251 CS 3 / 0.54 long 22.44

205 Alloy 600 3 / 0.70 long 19.51

218 Alloy 600 3 / 0.70 long 19.22

238 Alloy 600 3/ 0.70 long 20.56

251 Alloy 600 3 / 0.70 long 22.99

218 304 SS 3 / 0.70 long 33.95

238 304 SS 3 / 0.70 long 35.23

251 304SS 3/0.70 long 38.87
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Table 6-3: Comparison of Stress Intensity Factors for the Paths Including/Excluding the Clad
under Thermal Transient Loads.

RPV Nozzle j. Path Without Clad Path With Clad
Diameter Size Groove I

(in.) (in.) Weld Max. K, (ks-•in) for Thermal Ramp

205 3 long 19.58 21.67
218 3 long 19.22 21.78
238 3 long 20.67 22.81
251 3 long 23.15 27.58

Note:
1. The maximum K, is the peak K, obtained using the BIE/IF solution throughout the entire

transient solution.

Table 6-4: Summary of Stress Intensity Factors for the Attached Piping Load Cases.

Piping Load Direction Value
Max K,

(ksi-4in)
F_ _ Axial 1000 Ib 0

Mx Torsion 1000 in-lb 2.55E-05

MY Bending 1000 in-lb 1.91E-05

M_ Bending 1000 in-lb 2.28E-05
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Figure 6-1: Stress Extraction Path.
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Figure 6-2: Circumferential Stress Distributions for the Unit Pressure Load Case.
(Units in psi)
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Figure 6-3: Samples of Pressure and Thermal Ramp Load Case Path Stress Distribution.
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Figure 6-4: An Example of Pressure Load Case Path Stress Distribution for Path through the Air
Gap.
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Figure 6-5: K1 Distribution along the Crack Front for Internal Pressure Load Case.

Figure 6-6: Path through the Vessel Bore Comer.
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Figure 6-8: K, Distribution along Crack Front for Thermal Ramp Transient and Comparison to
BIE/IF Solution.
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Figure 6-9: Summary of Thermal Ramp K, for FE-LEFM and BIE/IF Analysis.
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7.0 OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

For the unit pressure load case, the BIE/IF solution is conservative compared to RMS and

maximum values obtained from FE LEFM, as shown in Figure 6-5. Table 7-1 shows the

summary of these results. For the cases considered in this study, the BIE/IF solution is observed

to be approximately 39% conservative when compared to the RMS K, obtained from a more

detailed 3D FE LEFM analysis of the same configuration and load.

For the thermal ramp load case, as shown in Figure 6-8 and 6-9, the maximum K, along crack

front over the transient and the maximum value of the RMS K1 occur at different times in the

transient.

Consideration of the clad in developing the curve fit used with the BIE/IF solution has a

significant effect on the results.

Further, the BIE/IF solution is shown to be conservative when compared to the RMS values

obtained from the FE LEFM analysis. Table 7-1 summarizes the results of a comparison

between the thermal ramp RMS K, obtained using the BIE/IF solution and from the FE LEFM

analysis. This comparison shows that the BIE/IF solution is approximately 46% conservative for

the thermal ramp.

The BIE/IF solution is shown to not bound the maximum K, along the crack front obtained from

the FE LEFM analysis. Although this observation is considered to be important in order to

understand the nature of the BIE/IF solution, it is not considered to be an indication of an

inadequacy of the BIE/IF solution. For P-T curve analysis, a conservative V4 thickness flaw is

assumed; a real flaw does not exist. Consequently, the inherent conservatism in assuming a '/

thickness flaw is considered sufficient such that requiring use of the maximum K, along the

entire crack front is considered to be excessively conservative. The RMS K, along the crack

front is considered a more reasonable indicator of the driving force acting on the crack and more

appropriate for consideration in development of P-T curves.

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 summarize the results obtained for the pressure and thermal load cases using

the BIE/IF method. It can be seen for the internal pressure load case, the results obtained for the
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Alloy 600 nozzle bound the results obtained for the other two nozzle materials. It can be seen

for the thermal transient load cases, the results obtained for the 304 SS nozzle material bound the

other two nozzle materials. This trend is consistent with expectations since the coefficients of

thermal expansion for stainless steel are significantly larger than for the LAS vessel material;

therefore, during a cool-down transient, the instrument nozzle will be held in tension by the

larger LAS vessel wall, which will cause the path stresses calculated along the portion of the

nozzle path in the stainless steel nozzle to be highly tensile. In comparison, the coefficients of

thermal expansion for the Alloy 600 and carbon steel materials used for instrument nozzles are

much closer to those for the LAS RPV material and the differential expansion stresses induced in

the nozzle for these materials are significantly less than for the stainless steel nozzles.

The results of the present study, listed in Table 6-4, show that the pipe reaction loads do not have

a significant contribution to the stress intensity factor calculated for the postulated nozzle corner

crack; therefore, attached piping loads may be neglected for P-T curve analyses performed for

the water level instrument nozzles.

Significant variation in results obtained using the BIE/IF method can be seen based on

differences in analytical practices such as:

* Include clad in thermal and stress run, exclude clad in post-process (shown in Table 6-2)

" Include clad in thermal and stress run, include clad in post-process (shown in Table 6-3)

" Exclude clad in thermal and stress run (shown in red line in Figure 6-8)

" Orient path at corner of nozzle or corner of RPV bore (shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6)

" Quality of the curve fit of the path stress distribution

Although these trends are not surprising in the sense that analyst judgment and assumptions in

conducting an analysis have long been known to affect the results of the analysis, the points

above are made simply to document the importance of the items on the results obtained using

this approach.
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Overall, the following observations are concluded:

" The BIE/IF method is conservative and thus acceptable.

" The water level instrument (WLI) nozzle designs with a SS nozzle insert will exhibit
significantly larger KIT results than the other nozzle designs. This observation is
reasonable and understandable; thus, the results are not problematic.

" Attached piping loads are not important and can be neglected for WLI nozzles. This
simplifies the analysis and reduces the burden on the utility.

Table 7-1: Summary of FE LEFM and BIE/IF K1 Results.

FE LEFM RMS K,Load (ksi-41in)

Pressure 55.00

Thermal Ramp 15.671

BIE/IF K, Relative Diff.
(ksil4in) (%)

76.59 39%

22.89' 46%

Note:
1. The maximum RMS K, is taken.
2. The BIE/IF K1 value is taken at the time corresponding maximum FE LEFM RMS K1.
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8.0 GENERIC METHODOLOGY FOR K1 ESTIMATION

8.1 Stress Intensity Factor Empirical Equation Development

Figure 8-1 presents the 1000 psi internal pressure load case K, results contained in Table 6-1 as a

function of R/tv*4(tv/4+t.), where R, t,, and t, are the vessel inside radius, vessel thickness, and

instrument nozzle thickness, respectively. A best estimate linear equation is fit to the data and

presented in Figure 8-1. The best estimate linear equation for the 1000 psi internal pressure load

case is:

K1 _Pressure = 2.9045*[R/tv*q(tv/4+t,)] - 4.434 (8-1)

where R is the vessel inside radius (in.), t, is vessel thickness (in.), and t, is the nozzle thickness

(in). The correlation coefficient for this curve fit, R-squared value, is 0.823.

Figure 8-2 presents the 100 °F/hr thermal ramp load case K, results contained in Table 6-2 as a

function of ct(tv + tn). A best estimate linear equation is fit to the data and presented in Figure 8-

2. The best estimate linear equation for the 100 'F/hr thermal ramp load case is:

Kiramp= 874844[oa(t, + t,)] - 20.715 (8-2)

where tv is the vessel thickness (in), t, is the nozzle thickness (in), and (X is nozzle material

thermal expansion coefficient (in/in/F) at the highest thermal ramp temperature. The R-squared

value is 0.942.

Considering the inherent conservatism of the BIE/IF solution as discussed in Section 7, a best fit

curve is considered acceptable and to effectively bound the K, along the crack front as would be

determined from a more accurate FE LEFM analysis. Consequently, the best estimate curve fit

is used rather than an upper bound curve fit. Use of an upper bound curve fit would introduce

excessive conservatism in the results.
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8.2 Verification of Stress Intensity Factor Empirical Equations

SI performed three plant specific instrument nozzle analyses in which the BIE/IF solution was

used to obtain a pressure and thermal K, [9, 10, 11]. The objective of these analyses was to

obtain a population of plant specific results which could be used to investigate the validity of the

generic instrument nozzle results provided in this report. Adequacy of the generic equations

provided in this calculation package are considered to be demonstrated if the generic equations

suggested in Section 8.1 above are shown to be close to the results provided in [9, 10, 11] for

three specific BWR instrumental nozzles. The plant specific configurations documented in [9,

10, 11] were selected since they provide a sample which spans the range of dimensions and

materials presented in the BWR fleet. Table 8-1 compares the predicted stress intensity factors

for the thermal and pressure load cases using equations above, with the plant specific results

obtained from [9, 10, 11]. It can be seen the predicted results agree well with the results

obtained from the plant specific analyses. Since the BIE/IF solution has been shown to be

conservative by approximately 40-50% when compared to a more accurate FE LEFM analysis,

the results of the benchmark of the generic pressure and thermal load case equations is

considered acceptable. Consequently, Equations 8-1 and 8-2 may be used to obtain plant

specific K, values for an internal pressure and 100 °F/hr load case. These results can then be

used to develop plant specific instrument nozzle P-T curves for consideration in development of

a plant specific beltline P-T curve without having to construct a plant specific instrument nozzle

FEM.
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Table 8-1: Verification of Stress Intensi Factors.

,,_, _Reference 10] Reference [ill Reference [121

Vessel Nominal Diameter (in) 251 218 238
Dimensions Vessel Thickness (in.) 6.102 5.375 6.000

Nozzle Thickness (in.) 0.5315 0.27625 0.7145

Nozzle Material Alloy 600 Alloy 600 304 SS
Material Nozzle Thermal Expansion 7.70e-6 7.70e-6 9.75e-6

Coefficient (in/in/*F)

K, per Eq. 8-1 (ksi-41n) 81.24 70.53 81.29

Pressure KI per Reference (ks14in) 72.88 71.26 69.40

Error (%) 11.47% -1.02% 17.13%

K, per Eq. 8-2 (ksi4in) 23.97 17.35 36.56

Thermal Ramp K, per Reference (ksi-4in) 24.5 17.87 38.6

_Error (%) -2.16% -2.89% -5.29%

Table 8-2: Summary of K, Empirical Equations.
I Pressure Load Thermal Ramp Load

Kj-p,-= 219045*[R/t,4(t/4+)] - 4.434 K,_rn= 874844*[ac(t,+t.)] - 20.715

Equation 8-1 Equation 8-2
Where R is the vessel inside radius (in), t, is the vessel thickness (in), t,, is the nozzle thickness (in), and a is nozzle
material thermal expansion coefficient (in/in/"F).
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Figure 8-1: K, Estimation Equation for 1000 psi Internal Pressure Load Case.
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9.0 SUMMARY

Thirty-eight (38) quarter symmetric instrument nozzle finite element models and one full

instrument nozzle finite element model were developed and applied to analyze pressure, thermal,

and attached piping load cases. Parametric analyses were performed in which critical

dimensions, materials, and typical analysis assumptions were investigated. Hoop stresses were

extracted from the FE analysis results and the stress intensity factors for all parametric cases

were calculated using a BIE/IF stress intensity factor solution proposed for the instrument nozzle

corner crack configuration. Further, one finite element linear elastic fracture mechanics model

was built and used to benchmark the accuracy of the proposed BIE/IF solution. Unit pressure

loads and thermal ramp loads were applied to the FE LEFM model and results from the FE

LEFM model and the BIE/IF solution were compared. The BIE/IF solution is shown to be

conservative compared with the more detailed FE LEFM analysis. Pressure and thermal stress

intensity factor equations are presented which can be used for any GE designed BWR containing

a 2" or 3" instrument nozzle, with a configuration consistent with those evaluated in this study,

to assess the effect of the instrument nozzle on the beltline P-T curves. It is important to note,

should the bounding values obtained using the methods in this report show the instrument nozzle

controls a portion of the beltline P-T curve, then the utility can attempt to further refine the

analysis by performing a plant specific FEA using the BIE/IF approach or by performing a plant

specific FE LEFM analysis. Table 8-2 summarizes the Klpressure and KI ramp best fit equations

determined for the GE BWR 2" or 3" water level instrument nozzle.

The results of this evaluation are applicable only for plant specific water level instrument nozzle

designs which fall within the bounds of those designs which were evaluated herein. Specifically,

the following limitations apply:

Load Cases: Internal Pressure

100 *F/hr heatup/cooldown transient

Geometry: See Table 2-1

Materials: See Table 2-2
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APPENDIX A

VERIFICATION OF FRACTURE MECHANICS FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
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A.1 Benchmark of Finite Element Fracture Mechanics Modeling Methodology

Newman and Raju [12] developed ,a series of equations to calculate the stress intensity factor for

cracks in three-dimensional finite bodies. The model for a comer crack at a hole is selected for

the benchmarking performed of the FE LEFM methodology used in this analysis. This solution

is selected since it closely matches the configuration of the instrument nozzle considered in this

work. Equation 50 [12] is used for this evaluation. Figure A-1 shows the comer cracked hole

model from [12].

s

I C

R

Figure A-1: Comer Crack at Hole Model.
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The stress intensity factor can be calculated using following equation [ 12, Eq50 to Eq63].

K I=S h ' 't'b'b (50)

Where

Q = 1 + 1.464 (a)1.65 for a/c < 1 (2a)

For 0.2 < a/c < 2, a/t < 1.0.5:< R/t < 1, (R + c)/b < 0.5 and 0 < ý < 76/2, The Fch was chosen as:

Fch = aMI + (2 + M 3 (a)4] 9192 93fT fco (51)

For a/c < 1

M,1 = 1.13 - 0.09 (2c)
0.89

Md2 = -0.54 + 0.2+a/c
1 / a)24

M3 = 0.5- 16 + 14 (1--
0.65+a/c D

Yi=1 0.1 +0.35 (2)21 (1 - iP2

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)92=
1+0.358,1+1.425,1

2 -1.578,1 3 +2.156A4

1 +0.13,12

where

A = 1
1+. cos(0.850)

g3 = (1 + 0.04a)[1 + 0.1(1 - cosq) 2] [0.85 + 0.15 (a)1/4]

f a = COS 2 ' + sin 2 (p]

(57)

(58)

(10)
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se (rR' se ( 7r(2R+nc) a)]1/
I(b sec se \-c)+2nc t,. (47)

Where n = 1 for single crack, n = 2 is for two-symmetric cracks and the hole is located in the

center of the plate.

A.2 Dimensions and Parameters

The following dimensions are used for the model:

a=c=2",t=4",R=2",b=h = 10",andn=2.

The tensile load, S, is set as 1000 psi.

A.3 Finite Element Model

A quarter symmetric 3-D model is built using the ANSYS finite element analysis program.

SOLID45 and SOLID95 elements are used for this analysis. Symmetric boundary conditions are

applied on the sections which lie on planes of symmetry. Figure A-2 shows the finite element

model created for this benchmark.

AN

.. .~L h . ~ .- ---- ..--. ~ .....

Figure A-2: Finite Element Model Boundary Conditions and Applied Load.
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A.4 Crack Tip Meshing

Three crack tunnel meshes are evaluated in this model. The first mesh is obtained using a SI

developed crack tip meshing program shown in Figure A-3, the second is obtained using the

ANSYS code with a square crack tunnel shown in Figure A-4, and the third is obtained using the

ANSYS code with a semicircular crack tunnel shown in Figure A-5. Each method is evaluated

using four different mesh sizes. Figures A-3 through A-5 show the parameter locations and

Table A-I shows the parameter values for each mesh size considered.

aN

Figure A-3: AnTip Mesh and Parameter Locations.
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TYPE NUM

Figure A-4: ANSYS Code Square Crack Tunnel Mesh and Parameter Locations.

TYMP Wlm - ----

Figure A-5: ANSYS Code Semicircular Crack Tunnel Mesh and Parameter Locations.
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Table A-1: Summary of Mesh Sizes.

AnTip Meshing NSYS Square Area ANSYS Half-Circle
..... ... .Meshing I Area Meshing

Rs I TS Rs Ts Rs I Ts
Case 1 0.03125 0.004688 0.0625 0.005 0.0625 0.005
Case 2 0.06250 0.009375 0.0625 0.010 0.0625 0.010
Case 3 0.12500 0.018750 0.1250 0.010 0.1250 0.010
Case 4 0.25000 0.023600 0.2500 0.010 0.2500 0.010

Note: Units are in inches.

A.5 Results of Analysis

Figure A-6 shows the finite element calculated stress intensity factor, K1, using the ANSYS code,

for all mesh sizes and types, and using Equation 50. The root mean square KI, along the crack

front, for each case is listed in Table A-2. As can be seen, the mesh density does not

significantly affect the results; however, the results obtained using the AnTip method for sizing

the crack tunnel are closest to the results published in Reference [12]. The results obtained

using the AnTip crack tunnel sizing methodology are shown to be conservative but within 11%

of the published results by Raju and Newman [ 12].
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Figure A-6: Comparison of Stress Intensity Factor.

Table A-2: Summary of RMS K, for Each Case.

EQ. 50 AnTip,
psi-iaoý

ANSYS Square
Crack Tunnel,

psi-in. 5

ANSYS Semicircular
Crack Tunnel,

psl. in".

Case 1 3,563 4,837 3,935

Case 2 3,571 4,754 3,946
3,215

Case 3 3,572 4,910 3,927

Case 4 3,616 4,854 3,929

Average K, 3,581 4,839 3,934

Relative Error
with respect to 11% 51% 22%

Eq. 50
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APPENDIX B

NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND RESPONSES
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April 4, 2012

Mr. Frederick Schiffley
BWROG Chairman
Exelon Generation Co., LLC
Cornerstone II at Cantera
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RE: BOILING WATER
REACTOR OWNERS' GROUP LICENSING TOPICAL REPORT
BWROG-TP-1 1-023, REVISION 0, LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS
EVALUATION OF GENERAL ELECTRIC BOILING WATER REACTOR WATER
LEVEL INSTRUMENT NOZZLES FOR PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE CURVE
EVALUATIONS (TAC NO, ME7650)

Dear Mr. Schiffley:

By letter dated November 17, 2011, the Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group

(BWROG) submitted for U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff review licensing

topical report (LTR) BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for

Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations." Upon review of the information provided, the NRC

staff has determined that additional information is needed to complete the review. On

January 23, 2012, Lucas Martins, Project Manager for the BWROG, and I agreed that the NRC

staff will receive your response to the enclosed Request for Additional Information (RAI)

questions by June 13, 2012. If you have any questions regarding the enclosed RAI questions,

please contact me at 301-415-1002.

Sincerely,

IRI/

Joseph A. Golla, Project Manager
Licensing Processes Branch
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 691

Enclosure:
RAI questions

cc w/encl: See next page
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

LICENSING TOPICAL REPORT BWROG-TP-1 1-023. REVISION 0

LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS EVALUATION OF

GENERAL ELECTRIC BOILING WATER REACTOR

WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENT NOZZLES

FOR PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE CURVE EVALUATIONS

BOILING WATER REACTORS OWNERS' GROUP

PROJECT NO. 691

RAI-1

Section 2.2 of the Licensing Topical Report (LTR) BWROG-TP-11-023, Revision 0, discussed
model geometry, materials, and heat transfer coefficients used in the stress analyses. The U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has the following questions:

" It is stated that, "[slince there is no specific material specification identified for the CS
[carbon steel] nozzle inserts from Table 2-1 of Reference [13], SA-541 Class 1 is
assumed." Depending on the material properties used, this assumption could change
the calculated stresses significantly. Please estimate the ranges of key material
properties for CS nozzle inserts and assess the impact on the LTR results and
conclusion, considering that each property could be at either end of its range.

" It is stated that, "[tihe weld material is always assumed as Alloy 600 for the different
nozzle material cases." Justify use of Alloy 600 for the variety of instrument nozzles
covered by this LTR and assess the impact of this assumption on the results
summarized in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 and on the conclusion presented in Section 9.0 of
this LTR due to the fact that the real weld material may not be Alloy 600 material.

" In the thermal analysis, the heat transfer coefficient is assumed as 500 Btuthr-ft;-°F for
the inside surface of the vessel and nozzle and 0.2 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for the outside surface
of the vessel and nozzle. Please justify the use of these coefficients in this application
and cite NRC safety evaluations accepting use of these coefficients in similar
applications.

ENCLOSURE
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RAI-2

It is stated in Section 2.3.3 of the LTR that, "[tjherefore, pipe reaction loads are evaluated in
order to assess the effect of piping loads on the stress intensity factor [KuI calculated at the
instrument nozzle." In the finite element method (FEM) model such as that in Figure 4-1, only
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and the instrument nozzle are modeled. Please confirm that
the "piping loads" are from the piping attached to the safe-end of the instrument nozzle only and
not from the various large piping (not shown in Figure 4-1) attached to the RPV.

RAI-3

It is stated in Section 2.4 of the LTR that, "[a) stress path, with the orientation shown in
Figure 2-1, is chosen for extracting hoop stress results from the FEA [finite element analysis]."
Please demonstrate that selecting the 45 * line as the stress path to represent the opening
stresses of the entire postulated crack face in the FEA and then using the 45 line stresses as
input to the subsequent boundary integral equationlinfluence function (BIE/IF) solution can
produce reliable, conservative results.

RAI-4

It is stated in Section 3.0 of the LTR regarding Assumption 3 that, "[tiherefore, applying the
weaker base metal properties instead of weld material properties is typically considered
conservative." Please note that by doing so, the thermal properties of the base metal might also
be used in the analyses instead of the weld material thermal properties. If this is the case.
please assess the impact of the difference in thermal properties on the thermal analysis results
under the thermal transient shown in Figure 2-3, noting, for instance, that Table 2-3 for the base
metal and table 2-5 for the assumed weld material indicate a 3 to 1 difference in their thermal
conductivities.

RAI-5

It is stated in Section 4.2 that, "[t]he nodes on the free end of the safe end are coupled in the
nozzle axial direction to ensure equal axial displacement of the end of the nozzle and RPV in
response to the membrane load so as to simulate the effects of the attached piping and closed
end of the RPV." This requires clarification. Usually, the moments and the forces from the
existing piping system analysis are applied to the free end of the nozzle safe end in the FEM
analysis, in addition to the membrane loads mentioned in the quote. Is the purpose of coupling
to make the nozzle free end nodes move as a plane? Elaborate on why coupling the nodes on
the free end of the safe end in the nozzle axial direction best simulates the real situation.

RAI-6

It is stated in Section 6.1 that, "Figure 6-2 illustrates the circumferential stress distribution for
one of the un-cracked models for the pressure load case." Since the FEM model represents a
quarter of the RPV and the instrument nozzle assembly, the radial crack can be placed at any
location along the 90 ° circumference of the nozzle attached end, depending on the stress
values.
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Under the stress distribution of Figure 6-2, what is the crack plane orientation (e.g., defined by
degrees from the edge of the 90' FEM model) which would give the highest Kis? Discuss the
effort spent in finding this critical crack plane orientation, considering that the critical crack plane
orientation for the pressure load case may not be the critical crack plane orientation for the
thermal load case and the critical crack plane orientations may not be the same for the 38 FEM
models studied in the LTR.

It is stated in Section 6.1 that, "...the stress solution exhibits a large elastic pseudo-stress
adjacent to the geometric discontinuity. This pseudo-stress may be ignored since the real
structure would exhibit local yielding..." Please clarify that (1) no adjustment of stresses is
made as long as the pseudo-stresses are below the yield strength of the material and
(2) ignoring the "pseudo-stress" means adjusting the pseudo-stress to the yield strength of
the material.

RAI-8

It is stated in Section 6.2 that, "Paths are defined for a case where the RPV clad is excluded in
the path definition and for a case where the path includes the RPV clad. Figure 6-7 shows
these two paths."

" Please confirm that in both cases, the FEM model has considered RPV cladding,
and the paths shown in Figure 6-7 simply represent two different paths for extracting
stresses.

" It appears that the "Path excluding clad" shown in Figure 6-7 will pass the gap between
the RPV bore and the nozzle, resulting in hoop stress discontinuity. Please confirm that
this is the case in your analysis.

" It appears that the "Path including clad" shown in Figure 6-7 actually did not pass RPV
cladding. Instead, it passes the nozzle inner end. Please confirm.

RAI-9

The lower part of Figure 6-9 shows a plot of thermal ramp K, for the finite element-linear elastic
fracture mechanics (FE-LEFM) and the BIE/IF analyses versus the crack front location. Please
explain why in the thermal case, the K, value increases rapidly when the crack front moves from
25 * to 90 * while the K1 values are about the same at these two locations in the pressure case
(see Figure 6-5).
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RAI-10

It is stated in Section 7.0 that, "[t]he BIEilF solution is shown to not bound the maximum 1<
along the crack front obtained from the FE LEFM analysis. For pressure-temperature (P-T)
curve analysis, a conservative ¼ thickness flaw is assumed; a real flaw does not exist.
Consequently, the inherent conservatism in assuming a ¼ thickness flaw is considered
sufficient such that requiring use of the maximum K4 along the entire crack front is considered to
be excessively conservative."

Since a real Y. thickness flaw does not exist for almost all plants, applying the P-T limits
methodology based on this assumption is equivalent to upholding the same level of margin of
fracture toughness versus the applied K, for all beftline materials, including the instrument
nozzle material, of all plants. Using the maximum applied K, along the crack front in the P-T
limit analysis for the instrument nozzle is technically correct and maintains the same margin for
the RPV materials of all plants. Please assess the practicality of applying a factor of 1.1 to the
applied pressure K, values based on the BIE/IF and 1.4 to the applied thermal K, values based
on the BIJEIF to bound the applied K, values and address (1) whether these factors will always
make the instrument nozzle limiting for the P-T limit curves and (2) whether plant operation will
be severely limited if the instrument nozzle becomes limiting.

RAI-11

Section 8.0 proposed generic equations for estimating applied K, due to pressure (Equation 8-1)
and applied K, due to 100 "F/hr thermal ramp load (Equation 8-2). Those equations are based
on best-estimate linear fit of calculated results for a variety of instrument nozzles. Using the
best-estimate fit will allow approximately half of the number of instrument nozzles having safety
margins less than that required by Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part.50
Appendix G. The bounding line, instead of the best-estimate line, may be more appropriate.
Therefore, another factor of 1.1 may be needed. After combining this factor with the factors
mentioned in RAI-10 to account for the maximum applied K, along the crack front, we have a
combined factor of 1.5 for the applied pressure KI values based on the BIE/IF and 1.2 to the
applied thermal 1< values based on the BIEIF. Please address (1) whether these combined
factors will always make the instrument nozzle limiting for the P-T limit curves and (2) whether
these combined factors will alter your response to RAI-10 regarding plant operation due to
instrument nozzle being limiting.
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BWROG-12028
June 13, 2012

Project No. 691

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attention: Mr. Joe Golla (NRC)

SUBJECT:

ENCLOSURES:

REFERENCES:

Submittal Responses to Request for Additional Information Regarding
Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group (BWROG) Licensing Topical Report
BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations (TAC NO.
ME7650)

1. Responses to Request for Additional Information Regarding Boiling
Water Reactor Owners' Group (BWROG) Licensing Topical Report
BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0, Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations (TAC
NO. ME7650)

1. Request for Additional Information Regarding Boiling Water Reactor
Owners' Group (BWROG) Licensing Topical Report BWROG-TP-1 1-023,
Revision 0, Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General
Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level Instrument Nozzles for
Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations (TAC NO. ME7650)

2. BWROG-TP-1 1-023 (0900876.401), "Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations",
Revision 0, November 2011

Dear Mr. Golla:

The BWROG is submitting for your review the enclosed responses to Request for Additional
Information regarding BWROG Licensing Topical Report (LTR) BWROG-TP-1 1-023, Revision 0,
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water
Level Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations (TAC NO. ME7650)
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BWROG-12028
June 13, 2012
Page 2

The RAI responses provided herein are associated with BWROG-TP-1 1-023 (0900876.401).
The LTR is intended to support the BWR licensees in their development of a license
amendment request to adopt Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Generic Letter (GL) 96-03.
This LTR provides a bounding partial penetration style water level instrument nozzle fracture
mechanics solution which can be used to obtain plant specific stress intensity factors for an
internal pressure load case and a 100 0F/hr thermal ramp load case for use in developing plant
specific P-T curves, without having to develop and analyze a plant specific finite element model.
This LTR and the response to RAIs are non-proprietary as determined by the author.

We look forward to your timely review of the RAI responses, and to receiving a draft Safety
Evaluation if there are no additional concerns. We would be happy to meet with you to discuss
any issues. Should you have additional questions regarding this submittal, please contact me or
Lucas Martins (BWROG - Project Manager) at (910) 819-1986.

Regards,

Frederick P. "Ted" Schiffley, II
Chairman
BWR Owners' Group

cc: C.J. Nichols, BWROG Program Manager
L. Martins, BWROG Project Manager
BWROG Primary Representatives
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ENCLOSURE 1

BWROG-12028

Responses to Request for Additional Information Regarding Boiling
Water Reactor Owners' Group (BWROG) Licensing Topical Report
BWROG-TP-11-023, Revision 0, Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Evaluation of General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Water Level
Instrument Nozzles for Pressure-Temperature Curve Evaluations (TAC
NO. ME7650)

RAI-1

Section 2.2 of the Licensing Topical Report (LTR) BWROG-TP-11-023, Revision 0 discussed
model geometry, materials, and heat transfer coefficients used in the stress analyses. The NRC
staff has the following questions:

" It is stated that, "[s]ince there is no specific material specification identified for the CS
[carbon steel] nozzle inserts from Table 2-1 of Reference [13], SA-541 Class I is
assumed." Depending on the material properties used, this assumption could change the
calculated stresses significantly. Please estimate the ranges of key material properties for
CS nozzle inserts and assess the impact on the LTR results and conclusion, considering
that each property could be at either end of its range.

* It is stated that, "[t]he weld material is always assumed as Alloy 600 for the different
nozzle material cases." Justify use of Alloy 600 for the variety of instrument nozzles
covered by this LTR and assess the impact of this assumption on the results summarized
in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 and on the conclusion presented in Section 9.0 of this LTR due to
the fact that the real weld material may not be Alloy 600 material.

" In the thermal analysis, the heat transfer coefficient is assumed as 500 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for
the inside surface of the vessel and nozzle and 0. 2 Btu/hr-ft2-OF for the outside surface of
the vessel and nozzle. Please justify the use of these coefficients in this application and
cite NRC safety evaluations (SEs) accepting use of these coefficients in similar
applications.

RAI-1 Response

A. First bullet: A survey of the utility members supporting development of this LTR identified
that one utility has a water level instrument nozzle fabricated from SA-508 Cl. 1 material.
This is in contrast to BWRVIP-49-A [1], which was used as the initial input for this
evaluation. Consequently, a thermo-elastic finite element stress analysis was performed
to investigate the possible effect that Low Alloy Steel (LAS) material properties would
have on the results of the fracture mechanics evaluations documented in this LTR. One
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representative finite element analysis of a water level instrument nozzle configuration
with LAS material properties was performed. The KI from a 100 °F/hr cool-down transient
was calculated and the difference in K, obtained from the thermal transient for LAS and
CS water level insert nozzle materials is evaluated. The modeling methodology
described in the LTR was used for this evaluation; therefore, it is not documented here.
Path stresses for each nozzle case were extracted over the first 1/4t path length,
polynomial curve fit coefficients were calculated, and a Kit was determined using Eq. 2-1
of the LTR. The path length used for this study was 2.148 inches. Figure 1 shows the
path stress distributions, over the first 1/4t and the polynomial curve fit equations. The
results of this comparison are summarized below:

KITCS = 21.9 ksi-in° 5

KITLAS 22.7 ksi-in 0 5

Ratio = 1.037

The detailed analysis shows that the effect of the different nozzle materials is less than
4%, which is considered to be within the accuracy of the inputs and overall methodology.
Recognizing that the BIE/IF solution used in the LTR has been shown in Section 7 (See
Table 7-1) to be conservative by 46% for the 100 'F/hr thermal ramp load case, the minor
difference (less than 4%) in the Kit calculated using LAS or CS material properties is not
considered to be significant.

The following changes, identified in underlined text (for text addition) and stFikethFe9h
text (for text removal), will be made to the LTR:

Section 2.2, page 2-2, first paragraph:
The FEM includes a portion of the low alloy steel RPV shell, stainless steel
RPV clad, Alloy 600 J-groove weld, Alloy 600 weld butter, nozzle insert (can
be Alloy 600, Stainless Steel (SS), er-Carbon Steel (CS) peF Table.2.1.. f
Refer-eRe [13, Table 2-1], or Low Alloy Steel), Alloy 600 nozzle-to-safe end
weld, and stainless steel safe end.

Table 2-2, page 2-7:
Alloy 600 (use N06600),

Instrument Nozzle Stainless Steel (use SS 304),
eo Carbon Steel, or Low Alloy
Steel (use SA-541 Class 1)

Section 4.1, page 4-1, second paragraph:
The stainless steel RPV clad, Alloy 600 J-groove weld, Alloy 600 butter,
Alloy 600, stainless steel,--eo carbon steel, or low alloy steel instrument
nozzle, low alloy steel RPV, low alloy steel vessel pad, Alloy 600 nozzle-to-
safe end weld, and stainless steel safe end are modeled as separate
materials.
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Figure 1: 1/4t path stress distributions for CS and LAS WLI nozzle FEA and polynomial curve fit
equations.

B. Second bullet: All water level instrument nozzles are understood to be joined to the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) with Alloy 82/182 weld material. Since this is an inherent
assumption in the evaluation, the LTR will be modified such that an additional paragraph
is added to Section 1.0, Introduction, and Section 9.0, Summary, which contains the
following text:

The results of this evaluation are applicable only for plant specific water level
instrument nozzle designs which fall within the bounds of those designs which were
evaluated herein. Specifically, the following limitations apply:

Load Cases: Internal Pressure

100 F/hr heatup/cooldown transient

Geometry: See table 2-1

Materials: See table 2-2

C. Third bullet: The use of 0.2 BTU/hr-ft2-°F is the typical outside surface effective
convection coefficient specified by GE for their BWR reactor pressure vessel designs.
This value is used in the NRC approved in the Boiling Water Reactor Feedwater
Nozzle/Sparger Final Report [3, Figure 4-132]. Since this value is the specified
equivalent convection coefficient for the reflective style insulation used on the outside of
the RPV this same value is used in the present analysis and is appropriate.

Considering the transient evaluated for the present evaluation, 100 °F/hr
heatup/cooldown transient, the heat transfer through the RPV material and its effect on
the through-wall stress distribution will be controlled by the rate of the temperature ramp
rather than the convection coefficient defined for the inside surface, for convection
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coefficients large enough. The value of 500 BTU/hr-ft2-°F was selected for this analysis
because:

1. It is consistent with the values typically calculated for the inside surface of the
RPV; thus, is considered representative,

2. It is consistent with the range of values considered in the NRC approved Boiling
Water Reactor Feedwater Nozzle/Sparger Final Report [3, Figure 4-132],

3. It is large enough that further increase in the convection coefficient has an
insignificant effect on the through wall temperature distribution and maximum
thermal stresses.

An evaluation performed to confirm Item 3 is summarized immediately below. A thermo-
elastic analysis of a flat plate is performed using the series solution given in Reference
[2]. This solution is summarized below:

Tramp (x, t) = im[ X -: exp [ _XK IF~ ) (1)

Where:To is the initial wall temperature, assumed to be uniform across the
thickness

Tf is the fluid temperature at time t
Ci is given by Eq. (2) below

Ai is the ith root of Eq. (3) below
x is the distance through the wall
I is the wall thickness
Fo is the Fourier number, a t/12

a is the thermal diffusivity of the wall material
t is the time

= 4.sin(xi) (22'Xi + sin(2.Xi)

2.-tan(k) - Bi = 0 (3

)

)

Where: Bi
h
I

k

Report No. 0900876.401.

is the Biot number, hl/k
is the convection coefficient
is the wall thickness
is the thermal conductivity of the wall material
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The following inputs are used:

To := 550.A°F

Tf 70-A°F

h2 1000. BTU
2

ft hr-AoF

hi 500. BTU
2

ft hr *AOF

Initial temperature of wall

Final fluid temperature

Convection coefficient at ID of wall

I := 6.ir Wall thickness

k1 32.3. BTU
ft.A°F .hr

16 lb
El 28.1 x 10 -l

.2
in

in

Conductivity of Carbon Steel material

Elastic modulus of CS material

Coefficient of thermal expansion of CS material

k1

Ibm BTU
0.283- .0.118.

in 3 Ibm.A°F

- 4 ft 
2

atl = 1.555x 10-.-
S

V := 0.3

Bil=hl -1hik= 1
Bi kl

h2.1
Bi 2:=h

- k1

Thermal diffusivity of CS

Poisson's Ratio

Biot number for first h

Biot number for second h

Bi i = 7.7

Bi 2 = 15.5

The solution given in Eq. (1) is for the heat transfer problem of a flat plate with a
convection coefficient on one side and an insulated boundary condition on the other side.
The temperature distribution and through-wall temperature difference across the first 2
inches (the approximate 114 wall thickness path length for the instrument nozzle) are
shown in Figures 2 through 4 below for a h = 500 and 1000 BTU/hr-ft2-°F. The results
shown in Figures 2 through 4 show that the temperature difference across the first 1/4T
of the RPV wall does not experience a significant change whether a convection
coefficient of 500 BTU/hr-ft2e-F or 1000 BTU/hr-ft2-*F is used in the evaluation. Further
increase in the convection coefficient, above 500 BTU/hr-ft2- 'F, will have no significant
effect on the thermal stresses calculated for the evaluations performed in the LTR.
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Temperature Distribution - h1=500 - Ramp

;L4

Notes:

0 5101 lx1o04  1.5xloý
t

Time, seconds

1. x = 6 inches corresponds to the surface on which the convection coefficient of
500 BTU/hr-ft2-°F is applied.

2. x=0 inches corresponds to the insulated surface.

3. Ramp rate is -100 °F/hr.

4. For the purposes of this evaluation the ramp was not stopped at 70 'F; hence
the continuous decrease in temperature below 70 *F.

5. Carbon steel material properties are used here; the results would be the same
with LAS material properties.

Figure 2: Temperature distribution through the thickness of a flat plate over time, convection on
one side and insulated on the other side, h=500 BTU/hr-ft2-°F, CS material properties, 100 'F/hr
cool-down transient.
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Temperature Distribution - h2= 1000 - Ramp

H

0 5x 103  1x 104  1.5x 104

t

Time, seconds

1. x = 6 inches corresponds to the surface on which the convection coefficient of
1000 BTU/hr-ft -'F is applied.

Notes:

2. x=0 inches corresponds to the insulated surface.

3. Ramp rate is -100 "F/hr.

4. For the purposes of this evaluation the ramp was not stopped at 70 "F; hence
the continuous decrease in temperature below 70 *F.

6. Carbon steel material properties are used here; the results would be the same
with LAS material properties.

Figure 3: Temperature distribution through the thickness of a flat plate over time, convection on
one side and insulated on the other side, h=1000 BTU/hr-ft2-'F, CS material properties, 100
'F/hr cool-down transient.
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DT between RPV Surface and 1/4T Location - Ramp

V.DT~h1r(t)

DTýh2j(t)

0 2.5x10 3 X10 3 7_5x10 3 1X 104  1.3.10ý L5.104  I.Sx10 2. 104

Time, seconds

Figure 4: Temperature difference between the ID and 1/4t locations for 6 inch thick Carbon
Steel Plate for a ID convection coefficient of 500 and 1000 BTU/hr-ft2-°F, OD insulated, 100

°F/hr cool-down transient.

RAI-2

It is stated in Section 2.3.3 of the LTR that, "[tiherefore, pipe reaction loads are evaluated in
order to assess the effect of piping loads on the stress intensity factor [KI] calculated at the
instrument nozzle." In the finite element method (FEM) model such as that in Figure 4-1, only
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and the instrument nozzle are modeled. Please confirm that
the "piping loads" are from the piping attached to the safe-end of the instrument nozzle only
and not from the various large piping (not shown in Figure 4-1) attached to the RPV.

RAI-2 Response

Correct, the "pipe reaction loads" are from the instrument nozzle attached piping.

RAI-3

It is stated in Section 2.4 of the LTR that, "[a] stress path, with the orientation shown in Figure
2-1, is chosen for extracting hoop stress results from the FEA [finite element analysis]." Please
demonstrate that selecting the 450 line as the stress path to represent the opening stresses of
the entire postulated crack face in the FEA and then using the 450 line stresses as input to the
subsequent boundary integral equation/influence function (BIE/IF) solution can produce
reliable, conservative results.
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RAI-3 Response

EPRI NP-339, "Improved Evaluation of Nozzle Corner Cracking," [4] develops stress intensity
factors for feedwater nozzles using detailed 3-D finite element analyses. As an approximation
to the detailed analyses, stress intensity values "were related to the one-dimensional stress
distribution through the centerline of the crack." The centerline of the crack is shown as 450 in
Figure 72 of Reference [4]. Good agreement between the stress intensity factors calculated
from detailed analysis and the simplified one-dimensional stress distribution is shown in Figure
72 [4]. Additional work by Delvin and Riccardella [5] showed that a third order polynomial curve
fit of one-dimensional stresses used to predict crack growth showed "excellent agreement with
experiment, with the upper bound design curve providing a conservative but reasonable
prediction of the test results." The approach in ASME 78-PVP-91 maintained the 450 angle.
Recent investigations of the BIE/IF solution used in this LTR [6] have similarly used the 450
angle and concluded that it is appropriate and acceptable.

RAI-4

It is stated in Section 3.0 of the LTR regarding Assumption 3 that, "[tfherefore, applying the
weaker base metal properties instead of weld material properties is typically considered
conservative." Please note that by doing so, the thermal properties of the base metal might also
be used in the analyses instead of the weld material thermal properties. If this is the case,
please assess the impact of the difference in thermal properties on the thermal analysis results
under the thermal transient shown in Figure 2-3, noting, for instance, that Table 2-3 for the
base metal and table 2-5 for the assumed weld material indicate a 3 to 1 difference in their
thermal conductivities.

RAI-4 Response

In Assumption 3, "base metal" is intended to mean an equivalent ASME Code material for the
weld metal. There are no physical material properties in the ASME Code for as-deposited Alloy
600. Instead, physical properties for N06600 are substituted. It is not the intent of Assumption
3 to justify the use of low alloy steel properties, for example, in place of Alloy 600 properties.

Additional clarification, as identified in the underlined text below, will be added to Section 3.0,
Assumption 3:

Material properties for the weld components listed in Table 2-2 are assumed
based on practices established in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV)
Code, Section IX [6]. Weld material properties are based on weld procedure
qualifications. Testing is the only way to verify the properties. In general, the failure
location is in the base metal during material failure tests. Therefore, applying the
weaker base metal properties instead of weld material properties is typically
considered conservative. For example, the properties for N06600 are used in the
analysis in place of the as-deposited Alloy 600 material properties.
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RAI-5

It is stated in Section 4.2 that, "'t]he nodes on the free end of the safe end are coupled in the
nozzle axial direction to ensure equal axial displacement of the end of the nozzle and RPV in
response to the membrane load so as to simulate the effects of the attached piping and closed
end of the RPV." This requires clarification. Usually, the moments and the forces from the
existing piping system analysis are applied to the free end of the nozzle safe end in the FEM
analysis, in addition to the membrane loads mentioned in the quote. Is the purpose of coupling
to make the nozzle free end nodes move as a plane? Elaborate on why coupling the nodes on
the free end of the safe end in the nozzle axial direction best simulates the real situation.

RAI-5 Response

Section 4.2 documents only a mesh sensitivity study performed to demonstrate that the spatial
discretization selected for the FEMs was sufficient to resolve the parameters of interest. For
this study an internal pressure load case was evaluated for which the "blow-off" load was
applied to the free end of the nozzle. Consequently, the coupled boundary condition applied to
the nozzle free end is correct. For the piping load cases analyzed as part of this evaluation,
documented in Sections 5.3 and 6.3, the nodes at the end of the safe end are connected to a
pilot node on which the appropriate forces and moments are applied.

RAI-6

It is stated in Section 6.1 that, "Figure 6-2 illustrates the circumferential stress distribution for
one of the un-cracked models for the pressure load case." Since the FEM model represents a
quarter of the RPV and the instrument nozzle assembly, the radial crack can be placed at any
location along the 90 0 circumference of the nozzle attached end, depending on the stress
values. Under the stress distribution of Figure 6-2, what is the crack plane orientation (e.g.,
defined by degrees from the edge of the 90 0 FEM model) which would give the highest Kls?
Discuss the effort spent in finding this critical crack plane orientation, considering that the
critical crack plane orientation for the pressure load case may not be the critical crack plane
orientation for the thermal load case and the critical crack plane orientations may not be the
same for the 38 FEM models studied in the L TR.

RAI-6 Response

The postulated crack is always placed in an orientation such that it is normal to the maximum
hoop stress in the RPV from the pressure load case. This orientation always gives the highest
pressure stress intensity factor since:

1. The hoop stress is a factor of 2 larger than the axial stress in a cylindrical pressure
vessel,

2. The geometric stress concentration factor caused by the nozzle penetration in the
cylindrical pressure vessel is maximum at the intersection of the nozzle with the RPV
along the longitudinal axis of the RPV
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These two characteristics of the loading and geometry result in the bounding crack orientation
always being such that the crack faces are normal to the maximum hoop stress direction.

It has been shown in References [6, 7] that the thermal stress distribution around the
circumference of the nozzle blend radius does not exhibit substantial variation. Consequently,
locating the postulated crack, for the thermal load case, in an orientation identical to that
selected for the pressure load case results in the bounding combination of the thermal and
pressure contributions to K1, for all nozzles.

RAI-7

It is stated in Section 6.1 that, "...the stress solution exhibits a large elastic pseudo-stress
adjacent to the geometric discontinuity. This pseudo-stress may be ignored since the real
structure would exhibit local yielding..." Please clarify that (1) no adjustment of stresses is
made as long as the pseudo-stresses are below the yield strength of the material and (2)
ignoring the "pseudo-stress" means adjusting the pseudo-stress to the yield strength of the
material.

RAI-7 Response

No adjustment to stress is made at any time. The entire analysis, both stress and fracture
mechanics, is performed as a linear elastic analysis. The comment included in the LTR was
intended only to convey that, for the purposes of the figure, the contour scale on the plot was
truncated such that the peak stress in the vicinity of the discontinuity was not shown in order to
more clearly illustrate the stress distribution over the remainder of the crack face, since it is this
distribution which has a more significant influence on the calculated stress intensity factors for
the postulated crack.

RAI-8

It is stated in Section 6.2 that, "Paths are defined for a case where the RPV clad is excluded in
the path definition and for a case where the path includes the RPV clad. Figure 6-7 shows
these two paths."

" Please confirm that in both cases, the FEM model has considered RPV cladding, and
the paths shown in Figure 6-7 simply represent two different paths for extracting
stresses.

* It appears that the "Path excluding clad" shown in Figure 6-7 will pass the gap between
the RPV bore and the nozzle, resulting in hoop stress discontinuity. Please confirm that
this is the case in your analysis.

* It appears that the "Path including clad" shown in Figure 6-7 actually did not pass RPV
cladding. Instead, it passes the nozzle inner end. Please confirm.
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RAI-8 Response

It is confirmed that in both cases the thermal loading was applied to the cladding and the
thermo-elastic stress analysis was performed with cladding in the finite element model. Two
different paths were defined to extract path stress distributions: one starting at a radial location
corresponding toe the ID of the cladding, and one starting at a radial location corresponding to
the ID of the LAS shell. In all cases, the path origin lies in the nozzle insert.

Neither path shown in Figure 6-7 passes through the air gap between the nozzle insert and the

RPV shell.

RAI-9

The lower part of Figure 6-9 shows a plot of thermal ramp K, for the finite element-linear elastic
fracture mechanics (FE-LEFM) and the BIEl/F analyses versus the crack front location. Please
explain why in the thermal case, the K, value increases rapidly when the crack front moves
from 250 to 900 while the KI values are about the same at these two locations in the pressure
case (see Figure 6-5).

RAI-9 Response

The KI distribution along the crack front obtained from the FE LEFM evaluation provides a nodal
K, calculation. The nodal values will be influenced by the stress and strain local to each nodal
position. For a load condition which does not induce a highly irregular stress distribution along
the crack faces, the approximate shape of the KI distribution along the crack front can be
inferred by the stress distribution normal to the crack faces, obtained from the uncracked model.
Review of the pressure load case stress distribution shows a relatively uniform stress
distribution along the crack front location with some stress intensification at the hole in the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV), as shown in Figures 4-6 and 6-2. Consequently, the K
distribution will be relatively flat along the crack front with a small shift upward toward the free
surface at the shell penetration, because of the local stress intensification. This trend is
observable in Figure 4-8, where increased mesh refinement shows a local increase in the nodal
K, values near the hole in the RPV.

For the thermal load case, the thermal stresses are higher near the RPV ID; consequently, the
nodal K, values increase near the ID.

RAI-10

It is stated in Section 7.0 that, "[t]he BIE/IF solution is shown to not bound the maximum KI
along the crack front obtained from the FE LEFM analysis.... For P-T curve analysis, a
conservative Y thickness flaw is assumed; a real flaw does not exist. Consequently, the
inherent conservatism in assuming a Y4 thickness flaw is considered sufficient such that
requiring use of the maximum KI along the entire crack front is considered to be excessively
conservative." Since a real Y thickness flaw does not exist for almost all plants, applying the P-
T limits methodology based on this assumption is equivalent to upholding the same level of
margin of fracture toughness versus the applied KI for all beltline materials, including the
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instrument nozzle material, of all plants. Using the maximum applied KI along the crack front in
the P-T limit analysis for the instrument nozzle is technically correct and maintains the same
margin for the RPV materials of all plants. Please assess the practicality of applying a factor of
1.1 to the applied pressure KI values based on the BIE/IF and 1.4 to the applied thermal KI
values based on the BIE/IF to bound the applied KI values and address (1) whether these
factors will always make the instrument nozzle limiting for the P-T limit curves and (2) whether
plant operation will be severely limited if the instrument nozzle becomes limiting.

RAI-10 Response

Regarding the assertion that use of the maximum applied K, along the crack front for P-T limit
analysis is technically correct it is important to revisit the intent of ASME Xl Appendix G
methods. The basis for the Code rules contained in ASME Xl, Appendix G is documented in
Welding Research Council Bulletin 175 (WRCB 175) [11]. The task group members used the
burgeoning concepts of fracture mechanics to develop an analytical methodology which could
ensure adequate margin against non-ductile failure of the ferritic components of the primary
coolant pressure boundary. One of the fundamental aspects of this fracture mechanics based
approach is the use of the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory to simulate onset of
unstable crack propagation. This simplification was used because it allows simpler fracture
mechanics methods than would be required for elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) while
also including inherent conservatisms which are not specifically quantified yet increase the
actual margin against unstable crack propagation above that which is calculated. Other specific
and quantified conservatisms included in the ASME Xl, Appendix G methods are:

1. A required factor of 1.5 or 2, depending on the operating condition,

2. A postulated flaw size of 1/4 of the wall thickness which is approximately 10 times larger
than that which is acceptable in the IWB-3500 acceptance tables,

3. A lower bound curve for material fracture toughness.

Actual failure of low alloy steels used in light water reactor (LWR) pressure vessels is preceded
by significant stable, ductile crack extension [16]. This material behavior is not credited when
the ASME Xl, Appendix G methods are used. Further, significant testing performed by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) as part of the Heavy Section Steel Technology (HSST)
program sponsored by the NRC showed that the actual margins to failure of the flawed
pressure vessels tested exhibited margins to failure in excess of those predicted using the
ASME Xl, Appendix G methods. This additional margin is expected based on the inherent
conservatisms and simplifications of the ASME X1, Appendix G methods, as discussed above.
These methods have historically calculated the K, at the "deepest" point of the postulated semi-
elliptical flaw. Consistent with this practice the LEFM solution used for the current evaluation,
and historically used for nozzle corner cracking, provides a K, using path stresses taken along
a path passing through the deepest point of the postulated quarter circular flaw, along the
direction of the path. ASME Xl, Appendix G methods have always omitted consideration of
effects such as pressure on the crack face, near surface effects such as the differential thermal
expansion of the clad at the clad/LAS interface, near surface perturbations to stress intensity
factors caused by local stress gradients, and welding residual stresses. These simplifications
are enabled because of the large conservatism both quantified and un-quantified in the ASME
Xl, Appendix G methodology. Flaw evaluations of in-service detected indications, in other
words, evaluations of actual flaws, are performed using the methods in ASME Xl, Appendix A,
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which does require consideration of these effects, as well as calculation of crack growth and
consideration of the KI at the deepest point and at the surface. This increased analytical detail
is required because the conservatism of the large postulated flaw is not present for an actual
flaw.

It is further recognized that testing of corner cracked nozzles, performed under the HSST
program, showed that failure of corner cracked nozzle specimens exhibited fracture toughness
in excess of the plane strain fracture toughness; the investigators acknowledged that the
specimen behavior exhibited an elevated toughness as would be characteristic of reduced
constraint of the specimen at the flaw location [16]. It is known that the plane stress fracture
toughness is greater than the plane strain fracture toughness [17]. Near the free surfaces the
behavior of the material will be better characterized by the plane stress fracture toughness than
by the plane strain value. Analytical and experimental evidence show that the elevation in
fracture toughness can be substantial. Further, the extent of material expected to be
influenced by the near surface reduction in constraint can be estimated by the size of the plane
stress plastic zone or size of the shear lips at failure [18]. Although there are slightly different
equations given by various researchers, an estimate of this size can be given by:

042
0.4. . .K1  04 (200 6.4 in.

crY j 50)

Although this value appears large it is essentially consistent with the fracture toughness size
requirements for Kic testing which show that very large specimen sizes are required before a
true plane strain condition is ensured at the flaw.

Returning to the FE LEFM evaluation documented in the LTR it is acknowledged that the K1 for
a single node along the crack front exceeded that K, calculated using the BIE/IF solution for the
thermal load case alone. This node is at the free surface. Based on the element sizing used in
the FEA, the extent of material for which the FE based KI is observed to be greater than the
BIE/IF KI is -0.15 inches. This material is well within the extent of material for which the plane
stress fracture toughness is more applicable.

It should also be noted that the FE LEFM KI values along the entire crack front are everywhere
bounded by the value given by the BIE/IF solution for the pressure load case. The ratio
between the peak FE LEFM KI and the BIE/IF KI is approximately 77/62=1.24. In other words
the BIE/IF based K, for the pressure load case is 24% conservative with respect to the peak K1
along the crack front. Recognizing that ASME Xl, Appendix G requires a structural factor of 2.0
to be applied to the K, for the pressure load case and structural factor of 1.0 to be applied to the
structural factor for the thermal load case, it is apparent that the pressure term dominates the
calculate of the P-T limits over most of the applied pressure range. The further amplification of
the already conservative pressure term adds further conservatism to the methodology selected
for this LTR.
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Considering that:

1. Use of near surface K, values, rather than the deepest point is not consistent with ASME
G methods, as well as,

2. The observation that near a free surface the failure is governed more appropriately by a
fracture toughness elevated above the plane strain fracture toughness, which implies
greater margin to failure at this location, and,

3. The pressure term, which is shown to be 24% conservative compared to the peak FE
LEFM K, is further amplified by the Code required structural factor of 2.0 compared to the
Code required structural factor of 1.0 for thermal loads,

The observation that a single nodal KI, near the free surface, from the FE LEFM analysis falls
above the conservative BIE/IF solution does not represent a reduction in margin required by
the ASME XI, Appendix G methods. A more appropriate comparison, consistent with the intent
of ASME XI, Appendix G, is as given in Table 7-1 where the BIE is observed to be conservative
by -40% for both pressure and thermal conditions.

Regarding sub-question (1) "whether these factors will always make the instrument nozzle
limiting for the P-T limit curves." This is unknown. The limiting location is determined by both
applied stress intensity factor KI (a function of applied stress and geometry) and also by the
properties of the limiting plate and weld in a given vessel. It is expected that a plant specific
evaluation would be required to determine whether using such factors would make the
instrument nozzle always limiting for PT limits.

Regarding sub-question (2) "whether plant operation will be severely limited if the instrument
nozzle becomes limiting.": As with the response to (1) above, we believe that determining the
extent to which plant operation will be limited if the instrument nozzle becomes limiting due to
the application of such factors will require plant specific evaluation.

However, we do not believe that the application of factors, as identified in the RAI, is warranted.

We also consider that use of the BIE/IF solution has been previously approved, without
amplification. Use of a K, solution for nozzles which provides a single-point, root mean square
(RMS) determination of the K, along a quarter-circular nozzle crack has been previously
approved by the NRC, as documented in the NRC safety evaluation reports (SERs) for the
following evaluations:

1. The BWROG P-T curve LTR, Rev. 0 [8],

2. Various plant specific P-T curve submittals of which Reference [9] is an example, and,

3. The General Electric generic feedwater nozzle analyses performed to resolve the rapid
thermal cycling induced cracking in Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) feedwater and Control
Rod Drive (CRD) nozzles [3].

These references are not intended to be an exhaustive list of the evaluations for which a single-
point RMS KI solution has been accepted for use in evaluating nozzle cracking. Rather, they are
provided as examples of the analyses and applications for which this type of solution and this
specific solution have been previously accepted.
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Further, as documented in 10CFR50.55a [10], the NRC has accepted, without exception, ASME
XI, Appendix G, which recommends the use of the nozzle corner crack solution contained in
Welding Research Council Bulletin (WRCB) 175 [111]. This solution is based on a finite element
analysis (FEA) documented in a paper by Gilman and Rashid [12] and augmented by
experimental data collected from epoxy models. Gilman and Rashid [12] identify in the
conference publication describing their FEA that the methodology they utilized provides a single
point KI estimate which is representative of an average KI along the crack front. The KI solution
utilized in this LTR is the same type of solution in that it provides a root mean square (RMS) KI
estimate.

It is also noted that the NRC and Oak Ridge National Laboratory have independently evaluated
the adequacy of the solution used in the current LTR and have published the results of their
independent evaluation in Reference [6], which includes the recommendation that this solution
be used for development of P-T limit curves for nozzles. The nozzle solution was also,
separately evaluated at different times, for evaluation of BWR feedwater nozzle cracking [3, 5],
and in support of inclusion of this solution in ASME Xl, Appendix G [6, 13, 14, 15]. The authors
of all of these studies conclude that use of the Boundary Integral Equation / Influence Function
(BIE/IF) solution for simulation of the 1/4 thickness quarter circular nozzle corner crack is
acceptable.

Both the use of a single point KI solution representative of an average or an RMS K, value along
the crack front and the specific use of the solutions included in the present LTR are considered
to have been extensively validated by the industry as documented in References [3, 4, 5, 6, 12,
13, 14, 15] and reviewed and accepted by the NRC in the past as documented in References (3,
8, 9, 10]. Consequently, the use of K, obtained from the BIE/IF solutions contained in the LTR is
justified without additional factors.

RAI-11

Section 8.0 proposed generic equations for estimating applied KI due to pressure (Equation 8-
1) and applied KI due to 100 0F/hr thermal ramp load (Equation 8-2). These equations are
based on best-estimate linear fit of calculated results for a variety of instrument nozzles. Using
the best-estimate fit will allow approximately half of the number of instrument nozzles having
safety margins less than that required by 10 CFR part 50 Appendix G. The bounding line,
instead of the best-estimate line, may be more appropriate. Therefore, another factor of 1.1
may be needed. After combining this factor with the factors mentioned in RAI-lO to account for
the maximum applied KI along the crack front, we have a combined factor of 1.5 for the applied
pressure KI values based on the BIE/IF and 1.2 to the applied thermal KI values based on the
BIE/IF. Please address (1) whether these combined factors will always make the instrument
nozzle limiting for the P-T limit curves and (2) whether these combined factors will alter your
response to RAI-1O regarding plant operation due to instrument nozzle being limiting.
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RAI-11 Response

Our responses to sub-questions (1) and (2) are the same as for RAI 10.

Regarding sub-question (1) "whether these factors will always make the instrument nozzle
limiting for the P-T limit curves : This is unknown. The limiting location is determined by both
applied stress intensity factor KI (a function of applied stress and geometry) and also by the
properties of the limiting plate and weld in a given vessel. It is expected that a plant specific
evaluation would be required to determine whether using such factors would make the
instrument nozzle always limiting for PT limits.

Regarding sub-question (2) "whether plant operation will be severely limited if the instrument
nozzle becomes limiting.": As with the response to (1) above, we believe that determining the
extent to which plant operation will be limited if the instrument nozzle becomes limiting due to
the application of such factors will require plant specific evaluation.

However, we do not believe that the application of factors as identified in the RAI is warranted.

Currently, ASME XI, Appendix G refers to the nozzle corner crack solution contained in WRCB
175 [11] for evaluation of the pressure loading on a postulated nozzle corner crack. This
solution provides an average K, along the crack front [12]. This methodology, and similar
methodologies which determine a RMS K, along the crack front, such as that used for the
present LTR, have been extensively used for development of P-T limits and have been
accepted for use by the NRC, as documented in the response to RAI-10 above. The FEA
performed in support of the present LTR shows that the BIE/IF solution selected for the LTR
provides RMS K, values which are on the order of 40% conservative with respect to the more
accurate finite element LEFM evaluations performed to benchmark adequacy of the BIE/IF
solution. Since the BIE/IF solution is already shown to be conservative, with respect to the RMS
K, value, already considered to have been accepted as a parameter for use in development of
P-T limits, it was considered unnecessary to add additional conservatism such that an upper
bound curve fit equation was determined. As shown in the three plant specific benchmark
cases, provided to demonstrate adequacy of this method, the maximum difference between the
plant specific RMS K, determined using the BIE/IF solution and the RMS K, calculated using the
curve fit equation suggested in this LTR was less than 6%. Considering that the BIE/IF solution
was shown to be conservative with respect to a plant specific FEA, by 46% for the thermal ramp
load case and 39% for the internal pressure load case, in this same LTR, it is not considered
necessary to add further conservatism to this methodology. Consequently, we believe that
keeping the curve fit equations as best-estimate curve fits rather than upper bound curve fit
equations is justified.
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